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(ABSTRACT)
The stresses and deformations in cross—ply composite ’tubes

subjected hi circumferential temperature gradients are studied. The
motivation behind the study is the anticipated use of composite tubes
in space structures where the tube is exposed to the heat of the sun
on one side and the cryogenic temperatures of space on the other.
Experiments were performed to measure the functional form of the
temperature gradient and the displacements. It was found that the
form of the temperature gradient, T(6), can accurately be represented
by T(6) = A + Bcoso and that the displacement of the tube is parabolic
in the axial coordinate. Two types of analytical solutions were
developed: an exact elasticity solution and an approximate solution.U
The approximate solution includes a linear variation of the material
properties with temperature and uses the principle of complementary
virtual work in conjunction with a Ritz approximation on the stress
field. The elasticity solution predicts that high tensile stresses
could crack the matrix. The effect of including temperature-dependent
material properties is to reduce the circumferential dependency of
thestresses.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

Introduction

In the l990‘s NASA is planning to construct large structures in
space. Many designs call for these structures to be built from tubu-

·

lar elements made of composite materials. Examples of these struc-
tures are the space station, antennas, and platforms. Although these
structures experience small external forces, they are subjected to a
severe thermal environment. while in space, one side of the structureC
may be exposed to the sun and temperatures could reach as high as
200°F. The opposite side of the structure is shadowed from the sun
and exposed to the cryogenic temperatures of space (-200°F). These
two temperature extremes can lead to severe temperature gradients.

Considering the tubular elements in the structure, an anticipated
thermal condition for composite tubes is a circumferential temperature
gradient. This type of gradient will cause a tube to become oblate,
to change length axially, and to bow along its length. Each of these
modes of distortion must be understood in order to build thermally
stable structures. In addition, there could be significant stresses
caused by the circumferential temperature gradient. This is
particularly true if one considers that an epoxy resin which cures at

350°F may experience temperatures 550°F below that cure temperature.
The stress state is important because high thermally-induced stresses

may cause delamination, matrix cracking, and peel-off of protective
coatings and films. In addition, due to orbiting, the thermally ä
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induced stresses could be cyclic, leading to thermal fatigue problems
[1].

W A comprehensive study of the temperatureegradient and the as-
sociated stresses and deformations is a difficult undertaking, one
which must include analysis and experiment. Determining the temper-
ature gradient around the tube, given the radiant heating conditions,
can be a difficult problem. Thermal conductivity' is directionally

' dependent and little data exist regarding the thermal conductivity of
graphite-epoxy. On the other hand, given that the circumferential
temperature distribution is known, an analytic determination of' the
thermally induced stresses and displacements is possible. W

Since the temperature gradient described above spans such a wide
range of temperatures, it may be important to include the temperature
dependence of the material properties in any analytic investigation of
the stresses and deformations. That is, the properties of graphite-
epoxy at 200°F are different than the properties at -200°F. Studies
[2] have shown that the modulii of T300/5208 graphite-epoxy changes by
2% to 48% over a range of 400°F. This temperature-dependence may have
a significant effect on the prediction of both the stresses and
displacements in the tube. The inclusion of temperature-dependent
elastic properties complicates the analysis.4

This investigation begins to study the overall problem of the
effects of a circumferential temperature gradient on composite tubes
by combining experimental results with analytic predictions.

Experiments were conducted to study the temperature gradient around a
tube caused by heating one side of the tube and cooling the other.
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A1though a11 aspects of the anticipated space environment, were not
simu1ated, it is fe1t that a good first estimate of the
characteristics of the gradient was measured. Using this
experimenta11y measured gradient information, ana1ytic predictions of
the stresses and deformations produced by the gradient were then
determined. The predictions were made two ways. The first method
assumed that the materia1 properties were not functions of

' temperature. with this approach, an exact e1asticity so1ution for the
state of stress in a Tayered tube cou1d be determined. The second
method assumed that the materia1 properties did vary with
temperature. This required using a approximate method to predict the
stresses and deformations. Here the princip1e of comp1ementary
virtua1 work in conjunction with a Ritz approach was used. Resu1ts
of the two ana1yses are compared with each other and with experimenta1resu1ts. e

Experiments were a1so conducted to study the effects of two dif-
ferent types of inner and outer wrappings app1ied to tubes made of
unidirectiona1 axia1 fibers. These two wrappings were: thin Tayers
of a1uminum foi1, and Dacron c1oth. The purpose of the Dacron wraps
is to add circumferentia1 strength. The a1uminum wraps a1so add some
circumferentia1 strength, but the principa1 purpose of the foi1 is to
act as a vapor barrier and, more significant1y, to increase the

circumferentia1 therma1 conductivity. It was expected that the tubes
with the a1uminum wrappings wou1d show a 1ess severe temperature
gradient when exposed to the simu1ated space environment.
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Specific Study Objectives
The specific study objectives were:
(l) To measure the circumferential temperature distribution of atube subjected to a space-like temperature gradient and todetermine the functional form of this distribution to use as aninput to analytic solutions.
(2) To measure the deflections of tubes subjected to a cir-cumferential temperature gradient and to determine the func-tional form of these deflections.
(3) To investigate the effect of the aluminum foil wrapping onthe temperature gradient and deflections of the tubes.
(4) To develop an elasticity solution to compute the deflectionsand stresses in layered composite tubes subjected to a <:ir-cumferential temperature gradient.
(5) To investigate the effects of temperature dependence ofmaterial properties on the computed deflections and stresses inlayered tubes.

Objectives l-3 involved an apparatus to subject the tubes to a
temperature gradient and to measure the temperature and deflections ofl
the tube. The apparatus to do this was built previously in a related
study, but modifications for this study were made. The apparatus is
completely described here in the next chapter.

The tubes used in the experimental phase of the study were made
of various types of graphite—epoxy and had an inner diameter of
approximately 0.5 in. with E1 wall thickness of 0.04 in. Cross-ply
tubes were used with a stacking sequence of (90/06/90)t (0° being the
axial direction) and unidirectional tubes (fibers in the axial
direction) with inner and outer wraps of either thin aluminum foil or
dacron cloth. This and other details concerning the tubes are
discussed in a later chapter. All aspects of this study are limited
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to tubes of these types, namely tubes composed of multiple orthotropic
layers.

For the analytical phase of the_ study, objective 4, a three-
dimensional elasticity solution, ast opposed to a shell theory
approach, was used because some tubes considered for use in space
structures have mean radius to wall thickness ratios of less than
10. For such a small ratio, through-the—thickness effects must be

‘ accounted for. A higher-order shell theory could have been used to
account for these effects. However, an elasticity approach was felt
to be more direct.

W
Use of the principle of complementary virtual work for objective

5 was viewed as somewhat experimental. Traditional approximate
analyses use displacement-based approaches based on the principle of
virtual work. with displacement-based approaches the approximate
displacement fields are assumed and the stresses are determined by

differentiating the displacements. with the complementary approach,
approximation stress fields are assumed and the displacements are
determined by integration. It would seem that approximation and
integration is a smoother process than approximation and

differentiation. Although this issue is not directly addressed, the

study shows the approach using the principle of complementary virtual
work is quite accurate and direct. The work here is felt to be unique

and provides an alternative approach for approximate analyses.

Overview of the Thesis

In Ch. 2 the experimental investigation is discussed. In this

L
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chapter the experimental apparatus is described, along with the exper-
imental procedure. Measured circumferential temperature gradients and
measured deflections of the tubes due to the gradients are
presented. In addition, functional forms which best fit the data (in
a least-squares sense) are presented.

Ch. 3 presents the geometry and coordinate system used to
describe the tube for the analytical phase of the study. The fun-

T damental equations of elasticity in polar coordinates are also given,
along with the method of transforming the stiffness and compliance
matrices for orthotropic materials.

Ch. 4 begins the analytical portion of the work. The derivation
on the elasticity solution for a single layer orthotropic tube is
described iri detail. Three numerical examples of' the solution are
given. The single-layer solution is then extended to the case of a
three-layer tube.

The approximate solution is discussed in Ch. 5. The statement of
the principle of complementary virtual work is given and reasoning
behind the choice of the assumed approximate stress field is ex-
plained. Also, justification for the type of assumed form of temper-
ature dependence of the material properties is presented.

The stresses and displacements from the elasticity and
approximate solutions are compared with each other. This is done to

check the accuracy of the approximate method.
Finally, in order to verify that the approximate solution is

correct for the case of temperature-dependent properties, the stresses
for a thin-walled tube found by the principle of complementary virtual
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work are compared to those found by classical lamination theory.
Chapters 6 and 7 contain various parametric studies using the

elasticity and approximate solutions. Specifically, Ch. 6 uses the
elasticity solution to study the stresses in the tubes used in a
previous study [l] and in the experimental phase of the present
study. The elasticity solution is also used to study the deformations
of tubes which have a zero axial coefficient of thermal expansion.
Finally, Ch. 6 examines the influence on stresses of the increased
heat conduction of the aluminum wrapped tubes. Ch. 7 reports on these
same studies, but using temperature—dependent material properties. In
addition, Ch. 7 studies the effect of including or excluding various
temperature—dependent material properties on the predicted stresses
and displacements.

Ch. 8 compares the experimental results to solutions obtained by
the elasticity solution.

Ch. 9 closes the report, highlighting the results and presenting
concluding comments.
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Chapter 2

Experimental Investigation

The experimental investigation in the present study constituted
what could be considered the second step of a series of experimental
investigations aimed at understanding the response of graphite—epoxy
tubular structures in a space environment. The first step was
reported in ref. [l] and dealt with the effects of thermal cycling on
micro-cracking in tubes and the effect of the micro-cracking on the
torsional, extension, and bending stiffness of tubes.

In the experimental phase of the present study, the thermal
effects studied are the circumferential temperature distribution and
the corresponding tube deformation resulting from heat applied to one
side of a simply supported tube, i.e., heat applied at a specific
circumferential location and along the entire length of the tube.

n

Such a heating condition is meant to simulate the effects of the sun
radiating on one side a space structure, the other side being exposed
to the cold temperature of space because of shadowing. The
temperatures used in the study here are not as severe as those in a
space environment. However, the experiment does represent a step
towards understanding the reponse of tubes in a space environment.

Experimental Apparatus
ä

Figure 2.l shows schematically a cross-section of the S
experimental apparatus used. The circumferential temperature gradient
within the tube is achieved by positioning a quartz heater below the ä

8
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composite tube and by covering the upper half of the tube with a steel
shroud which is cooled by a cold circulating fluid. It was originally
intended to use liquid nitrogen as a cooling medium, but because LN2
was not available at the time the experiments were performed, chilled
enthene glycol was used instead. The cold enthene glycol circulated
through copper tubing soldered to the steel shroud, as shown in Fig.
2.2. A reflecting surface was used on the inside of the lower half of
the steel shroud to enhance heating of the composite tube. The warm
lower and cool upper halves of the shroud were separated by
insulation. Figure 2.3 shows the experimental apparatus with the
cooling shroud and separating insulation removed. In this photograph,
the direct current displacement transducer (DCDT) closest to the
simple support has been removed. The role of the 0CDT's will be
discussed shortly. The photograph provides a good view of the support
system and the relationship between the quartz heater and the
composite tube. The entire experimental apparatus is shown in Fig.
2.4. The device in the lower left is a small chilling device used to
cool the ethene gylcol. The micro—computer in the center right of the
photograph is a Hewlett—Packard HP—85 and was used to control the data
acquisition system.

The temperature of the composite tube were measured by 13 K-type
thermocouples bonded directly onto the surface of the tube. Efforts

were made to keep the thermocouple bond area as small as possible and
for it to have the same thermal characteristics as the tube itself.

Fig. 2.5 shows the specific thermocouple arrangement used. At the
midspan of the tube, 7 thermocouples were bonded around the
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circumference, while at each end three thermcouples were used. Due to
a limited number of data acquisition channels, data from only 12 of
the 13 thermocouples were recorded during a test. This arrangement
was used to allow measurement of the circumferential temperature
distribution as well as the axial temperature distribution. The axialU
distribution was not an intended effect. However, due to

imperfections of the experimental apparatus, slight differences in the
heat transfer characteristics of the apparatus from point to point,

and slight differences in the thermal characteristics of the tube

material from point to point produced an axial gradient. This effect

·
is discussed in more detail later in this chapter.

The displacement on the tubes were measured by seven DCDT's.

DCDT's are very accurate measuring devices. The particular uhodels

used in these experiments had a resolution and an accuracy of 1D'4

in. The DCDT's were placed on the centerline of the tube, at 4 in.

intervals along its length. The displacement measurements made in

these experiments were the radial components only. No attempt was

made to measure the axial or tangential components of displacement.

Data from the thermocouples and DCDT's were recorded by aa ZD

channel data acquisition system -- 12 channels for the thermocouples,

one channel for a temperature reference junction, and seven channels

for the DCDT's. The data acquisition system recorded voltages from

the two types of measuring devices, converted the voltages into

engineering units, i.e., inches and degrees, and stored the data on

tape cartridges for later data reduction.
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Experimental Procedure

Two types of experiments were performed. 0ne type will be
referred to as the-transient experiment and the other will be called
the steady-state experiment. In the transient experiment chilled
fluid was circulated through out the cooling shroud until the specimen
tube reached a uniform temperature (approximately 30°F). Then, after
recording the initial DCDT voltages to be used as a zero deflection
reference, unregulated power was applied to the quartz heater. The
time at which the power was applied was considered time zero. The
DCDT and thermocouple voltages were then recorded every 10 seconds
until the maximum ‘temperature of the specimen reached 200°F. This
usually took 100 seconds. The heater power was then disconnected
while the recording of voltage continued for another 40 seconds as the
specimen cooled. with this technique, temperature gradients of aboutr
100°F to 140°F from one side of the tube to the other were achieved.

For the steady—state experiments, the same procedures used in the

transient experiment were followed up the point of applying power to
the heater. Here, regulated power was used. The temperature at a
thermocouple closest to the quartz heater was maintained at 200°F for
30 minutes, with DCDT and thermocouples voltages being recorded every
two minutes. with this technique, temperature gradients of about 50°F
could be achieved.

It was anticipated a pnüori that the steady state tests would

produce the most consistent and repeatible results. with the

transient test, gradients through the wall could well exist and with
known imperfections in the walls (ref. 1), nonuniform thermal effects
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could easily occur. The thermal effects could be different at
different axial locations as well as at different circumferential
locations. On the other hand, with the steady state tests, some of
these localized effects may not have as large as influence. These
effects will be examined as the experimental results are discussed.

Test Matrix

Experiments were performed on four different types of tubes,
these four types were:

_ (1) 8-layer hybrid types with (90/06/90)t layup. These tubes
had single inner and outer layers having a circumferential
fiber orientation. The center was composed of six layers with
an axial fiber orientation. The material system arrangements
were:

inner and outer middle 0° layers
90° layers tube

fiber resin fiber resin designation

T300 934 T300 934 T300—T300/934
T300 934 P75S 934 T300—P75S/934
T300 CE339 P75S CE339 T300—P75S/CE339

(2) A unidirectional (fibers running axially) tube with inner
and outer layers of aluminum foil 0.002 in. thick.

(3) A unidirectional tube with inner and outer layer of type 52
Dacron cloth.

(4) A unidirectional tube made from Forta-fill3/Epon826

prepreg. The outer diameter was 0.5 in. with a nominal wall
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thickness of 0.0625 (1/16) in. This tube had no inner or outer
wrappings.

Tube types (2) and (3) were manufactured by Lockheed Missiles and
Spacecraft Company, Inc. [3]. The material system used was
P55S/FR8701. The internal diameter of the tubes were .5 in. with a
nominal wall thickness of .04 in.

All of the tubes tested were 26 in. in length. The test section
was 24 in. long, the remaining one inch at each end being covered by
the simple support system. It should be noted that all these tubes

( were of poor quality. The tubes were not round, not straight, nor did
they have a uniform wall-thickness. Cohen, et. al. [1] used the three
hybrid tubes in another investigation. By microscopic examinations of
the cross-sections, Cohen found that these tubes contained a number of
anomalies. Some of these anamolies were inner and outer layers
overlapping their terminations, and resin—rich area between the middle
axial layers and between the middle and outer layers. It would be

expected that these anomalies and other aspects of the poor quality
will have an affect the both on temperature distributions and the
deflections of the tubes.

Nominally, 5 tests were performed on each tube: 4 transient
tests and one steady—state test. The test matrix is listed in Table
2.1. For the transient tests, the circumferential orientation of the

tube was changed relative to the heating element for each of the four
test by rotating the tube 90° about its longitudinal centerline. with

this procedure an overlap or resin-rich region would, for example,
would first be in the warm half of the shroud, then as the tube is
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Table 2.1 Test Matrix for Experiments

Tube Test TestDesignation _ Orientation Type

T300-T300/934 O° T(l)
90° T

l80° T
270° T180‘· ss(2)

T300-P75$/934 0° T
90° T

l80° T
270° T
270° SS

T300—P75S/CE339 O° T
90° T

l80° · T
270° T
270° SS

Forta-fill3/Epon826 O° T
90° T· l80° T

270° T
270° SS

Dacron wrapped O° T
90° T

l80° T
270° T
270° SS

Aluminum wrapped O° T
90° T

l80° T
270° T

(1) denotes transient test
(2) denotes steady state test
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rotated, it would be at the insulation region, then in the cold half,
and finally it would be in the insulation region again. This was done
to investigate the effect of anomalies on tube response. This and

other results are discussed in the next section.

Experimental Results

Data from the experiments are presented here in 3 ·forms: 1)
thermocouple temperatures vs. circumferential location at the midspan
of the tube, 2) displacements at the top of the tube vs. axial
location, and 3) thermocouple temperatures at the top and bottom of

the tube vs. elapsed time of test. Comments will be made on each set
of data individually.

1) Thermocouple Temperatures vs. Circumferential Location

Figures 2.6-2.13 show the results of plotting the thermocouple

temperatures at the midspan of the tube vs. their circumferential

location for the transient and steady state experiments. The general
. form of the temperature gradient data are individual figures showing

the thermocouple temperatures vs. their circumferential location for

each data scan. The location 6 = 1800 is at the bottom of the tube

and is closest to the quartz heater. The locations
6 = 00 and 6 = 3600 are the same point and is at the top of the

tube. Each scan is recorded at the bottom of each column of plots as

the elasped time from when heat was applied to the tube. Recall that

at time zero the tube was at a uniform temperature. The time of the
first data scan is then 10 seconds for the transient test and 120
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seconds for the steady state test. The set of small graphs for each
tube orientation are arranged hroizontally across a series of pages.
The thermocouple data are denoted as asterisks and the solid line is a
least squares fit of the equation T = A + Bcos6. The coefficients A

and B are tabulated in Table 2.2 for the data scan in the transient
test that had the maximum temperature gradient. For the steady state
test, these coefficients are given at a scan which represents the
constant temperature gradient. Nominally, there should be 7

thermcouples shown in these figures (B are shown, but 0° is the same

location as 360°). However, in the figures for the 0°, 90°, 180°, and1
270° tube orientations, the data for the thermocouples at the 270°,

l80°, 90°, and 0° locations, respectively, do not appear. This is

because the thermocouple configuration shown in Fig. 2.5 did not have

a thermocouple at the location corresponding to these angular

positions.Figure

2.6 shows the temperature gradient results for the T300-

T300/934 tube transient tests for these tubes. Figure 2.12 shows data
for the steady state test. In all tube orientations and for all

scans, it appears that the two-term cosine series T = A + Bcos6 fits

the data very well for both and transient and steady state

experiments. There is some discrepancy between the least squares

curve and the data point for 6 = 1800 (the bottom of the tube). This

is felt to be an effect of this thermocouple giving a high reading due

to the area surrounding it having a different emissivity, coupled with

its close proximity to the quartz heater. Nonetheless, the least

squares curve is still quite good and rules out the possibility of

I
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Table 2.2 Coefficients A and B from Least Squares Fit of Experimental
Temperature Gradient Data for Selected Tests

Tube Orientation Scan # Test Type A B

T300-T300/934 180° 10 T(l) 118 -63l80° 10 ssI2) 160 -31
T300-P75$/934 0° 11 T 141 -63”

270° 11 SS 176 -28
T300-P75S/CE339 0° 11 T 127 -60

270° 11 SS 175 -29
Fortafill3 90° 11 T 107 -57

270° 11 SS 114 -37
Dacron wrapped 0° 11 T 121 -62

270° 11 SS 173 -35
Aluminum Nrapped 0° 15 T 160 - 9

-- -- no SS test performed -- --

(1) T denotes transient test
(2) SS denotes steady state test

I
I
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higher harmonics of cosines, i.e., T = A + Bcosa + Ccos26 + ... .
This result is important in that it constitutes a rather simple
functional form for the temperature gradient for use in the
forthcoming analytical solutions.

For the T300—T300/934 tube, in all orientations, the maximum
temperature gradient occurred at scan no. 10, i.e., time = 100 sec.,
and was equal to 154°F for the 180° tube orientation. Also, the

maximum temperature at the bottom of the tube was 216°F. It occurred
at scan no. 10 for the tube in ‘the 180° orientation. The unaximum

‘ temperature for the other orientations ranged from l96° to 207°F.

Figure 2.7 shows the gradient data for the T300—P75S/934 tube.
The maximum temperature of 216°F occurred at scan no. 11 for the 0°
orientation. This maximum is identical to the previous tube's. The
maximum temperature gradient for this tube was 135°F at scan no. 10
for the 0° orientation. For the other orientations of this tube, the
maximum temperature gradient occurred at either scan nos. 10 or 11.
These ranged from 110°F to 130°F.

Figure 2.8 shows the gradient data for the T300-P75S/CE339
tube. Although the resin in this tube is different than the case just

considered, the maximum temperature and gradient are similar to the

other two tubes discussed above. The maximum temperature was 204°F at
scan no. 12 for the 0° orientation. The maximum gradient was 127°F at

scan no. 11, also for the 0° orientation.

The gradient data for the Fortafill3/Epon826 is shown in Fig.

2.9. The maximum temperature here is 207°F at scan no. 11, 0°
orientation. The maximum temperature gradient of 130°F occurred for
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the 90° orientation, scan no. 11. These data are simiTar to the
previous three tubes.
. The gradient data for the Dacron wrapped tube, Fig. 2.10 has the
Teast scatter of aTT the tests performed. The maximum temperature for

aTT orientations occurred at scan no. 11 and ranged between 204°F and
207°F. The maximum temperature gradient aTso occurred at scan no. 11,
ranging from 135°F to l37°F. These are very consistent resuits.

The temperature gradient data for the aiuminum wrapped tube is
shown in Fig. 2.11. For this type of tube there is very

TittTe 6 dependence on the temperature. The reduced 6 dependence is a

resuTt of the increased thermai conductivity provided by the aiuminum

wrapping. Here, for aTT orientations, the maximum temperature

gradient occurred at scan no. 15 and was equaT to 25°F. The maximum

temperature at the bottom of the tube was 162°F, occurring at scan no.

14 for the 180° orientation. Both the maximum temperature gradient :
and rnaximum temperature are much Tess than those seen in the I0th€T

five bare, i.e., bTack coTored, graphite—epoxy tubes. Fig. 2.14 shows E
a comparison of the temperature distribution between the

aiuminumwrappedtube and a bare graphite-epoxy tube. Note that for bothtubesthe

temperatures at the top <M’ the tubes (6 = 03) are approximateTy

the same. However, the temperature at the bottom (6 = 1800) is much

Tower for the aTuminun1 wrapped tube. This means that the average

temperature of the wrapped tube is Tower than the bare tube and

consequentTy, there is a greater average temperature change from the

cure or stress-free temperature to the temperature of the wrapped

tube. The nearTy uniform temperature distribution in the wrapped tube
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reduces the effects of the temperature gradient on the thermal
stresses, but the stresses may still be large due to the uniform

.~ change in temperature from the cure temperature. This effect will be
considered in the analytic portions of this work. Figures 2.12 and
2.13 show the remaining temperature gradient data for the steady state
tests.

2) Tube Displacement vs. Axial Location

A total of seven DCDT's were used to measure the displacements of
l the tubes. Two of these were placed next to the simple supports,

whereas the remaining five were placed at 4 in. intervals along the
length of the tube. The purpose of the two end DCDT's was to provide
a reference for eliminating any rigid body rotations or displacements
of the tube resulting from thermal expansion of the test apparatus.
The displacements found by the two end DCDT's were used to calculate
the equation of a line representing the rigid-body displacement and
rotation of the tube. From this equation a corresponding displacement
is interpolated at each DCDT location along the tube. These
displacements are then subtracted from the original DCDT readings, the
net displacement being the elastic deformation of the tube due to the
temperature gradient. Besides eliminating the rigid-body
displacements and rotations, this method also defines the

displacements at each end of the tube to be zero. A disadvantage of

this method of data reduction is that it also eliminates thermal

expansion in the radial direction. However, this type of displacement

I

I
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is felt to be small compared with the bowing of the tube, which is the
displacement of primary concern.

.„ The general form of the displacement data are individual figures
showing the displacements vs. axial location for each data scan. Each
scan is recorded at the bottom of each column of figures as the
elapsed time from when heat was applied to the tube at uniform
temperature. The displacements for each test orientation are arranged
horizontally across a series of pages, much like the temperature
display shown previously. The displacements as measured by the DCDT‘s
are recorded as asterisks. The solid line shown on the figures is a
second order polynomial least—squares fit to the displacement data.

In the figures, a negative displacement corresponds to the tube moving
toward the heating element on the lower portion of the cylindrical
test fixture.

Figure 2.15 shows the displacements from the transient
experiments for the four test orientations for the T300—T300/934
tube. For all orientations of the tube, as time progresses and the
temperature gradient increases, the deformation of the tube
increases. The maximum displacement for this tube was 0.0158 in. for
a temperature gradient of 102°F. This maximum occurred at scan no. 12
with the tube in the 0° orientation. Note that the maximum
displacement does not occur for the maximum temperature gradient.

This may be an effect of a through-the—wall temperature gradient that
is "soaking through" the thickness of the wall as time progresses.
The shape of the deformed tube is concave up. This is the direction
of displacement intuitively expected for a tube that is cold on the

______
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top and hot on the bottom, assuming the axial thermal expansion
coeFFicient of the tube as—a-whole is positive. The maximum

-x displacement ·For ‘this tube during the steady-state experiment, Fig.
2.21, was 0.0053 in. (concave up) at scan nos. 8-12 For a temperature
gradient of' 64°F. Comparing ·transient and steady state tests, the
steady state experiments produce one-third oF the displacement For
one—halF the temperature gradient.

Fig. 2.16 shows the transient experiment displacements For the
Four test orientations For the T300-P75S/934 tube. An important point
to note is that the displacements For three of the Four testing
orientations are concave down. For the Fourth test orientation the
tube has a concave up displacement. The maximum concave down
displacement For this tube is 0.0028 in. For a temperature gradient of
83°F. This occurred at scan no. 13 For the 270° tube orientation.
The maximum concave up displacement For this tube is 0.0050 in. For a

temperature gradient of 98°F. This maximum occurred at scan no. 12
with a tube orientation oF 90°. As with the T300-T300/934 tube, the
maximum displacement For this tube did not occur For the maximum
temperature gradient. This displacement was only a third of the
maximum transient displacement Found For the T300-T300/934 tube. IF
the tube as a whole had a negative axial expansion, concave downward
behavior would be expected. The P75S Fiber, with its increased
stiffness in relation to the T300 Fiber, could well have caused the
tube to have a negative axial coefficient. The single case of concave
upward displacement could then be caused by anamolies in the tube.
Fig. 2.21 shows the results oF the steady state experiment For this
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tube. The maximunr displacement is -0.0039 in. (concave up) for a
temperature gradient of 55°F occurs at scan nos. 6-10.

- The displacements for the transient experiments for the T300-
P75S/CE339 tube are shown in Fig. 2.17. The maximum displacement for
this tube is 0.0045 in. for a temperature gradient of l08°F. This
occurs at scan no. 11 for the 90° orientation. Note that the
displacements are significantly different in each test orientation.
Also, the shapes of the deformed tube are all concave down, indicating
a negative axial expansion coefficient. Fig. 2.21 gives the results
from the steady-state experiment. The maximum displacement is 0.0002
in. (concave up) for a temperature gradient of 64°F at scan no. 10.
Here again, the P75S fiber could be influencing the axial expansion
coefficient of the tube. Since both 934 and CE339 resins have similar

F expansion and stiffness properties, mixed with P75S fiber, the

resulting composites would have similar axial expansion
coefficients. There have been no measurements of the axial expansion
coefficients in these tubes. This discussion on the sign of these
coefficients is purely conjecture.

The displacements from transient experiments on the Forta-
Fill3/Epon 826 tube are shown in Fig. 2.18. The maximum displacement
is 0.0047 in. for a temperature gradient of 98°F. This occurred at
scan no. 9 for the 0° orientation. The displacements here are quite

consistent from one orientation to the next and they are concave
S upward for all four test orientations. The results from the steady-

state experiment are given in Fig. 2.21. The maximum displacement is
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0.0020 in. (concave up) for a temperature gradient of 64°F at scan
nos. 6-11.

- Figure 2.19 shows the disp1acements from the transient experiment
for the Dacron wrapped tube. The maximum defection is 0.0048 in. for
a temperature gradient of 115°F at scan no. 10 for the 0°
orientation. The disp1acements measured were very consistent among
the four test orientations. The disp1acements here are concave down,
as they were for the two tubes with P75S fibers. Figure 2.22 shows
the disp1acements measured in the steady-state experiments. The
maximum disp1acement is 0.0029 in. (concave down) for a temperature
gradient of 70°F at scan nos. 7-12.

Figure 2.20 shows the disp1acements for the a1uminum wrapped tube
for the transient experiments. The maximum disp1acement is 0.0011 in.
for a temperature gradient of 14°F, occurring at scan no. 12 for the
0° orientation. The disp1acements for this tube are different for
different test orientations. The 0° and 90° test have approximate1y
the same concave-up disp1acements, whereas the 180° orientation has
a1most zero disp1acement. For the 270° orientation, the disp1acement
is concave—down. Comparied to the other transient tests, the a1uminum
wrapped tube showed very 1itt1e disp1acement. This, no doubt, is due
to the sma11 circumferentiai gradient when compared to the other
tubes. The steady-state experiments performed on this tube showed ß
neg1igib1e circumferentia1 gradient and corresponding1y neg1igib1e [disp1acements. Because of this, the resu1ts of these tests are not
considered here.

ß
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3) Thermocoup1e Temperature vs. E1apsed Time
In order to determine if any axia1 temperature gradient existed

a1ong the tube, and to have a record of the heating rates for the
experiments, temperatures measured by the thermocoup1es mounted on the
top and bottom of the tube were p1otted as a function of e1apsed time
of the test. Two typica1 examp1es of these piots are inc1uded in this
section. The remainder of the p1ots are in appendix A. Figure 2.23
provides a key to the symbois used on these p1ots to denote the
various thermocoup1e 1ocations.

There are a number of reasons for the thermcoup1es to have
recorded a axia1 temperature gradient. First, the measured gradient
cou1d be rea1 effect caused by the experimentai apparatus. Second,
the measured gradient cou1d be an agparent effect caused by
inaccuracies in measuring the true temperature of the tube.

There are a rmmber of apparatus—re1ated causes for a gradient.
First, the quartz heater may not have heated even1y a1ong its
Tength. Second, the surface of the tube may not have had a uniform
emissivity coefficient. This wou1d have caused uneven radiant heating
of the tube, even if the quartz heater was uniform with Tength.
Third, the tube may have received heat by conduction and convection
from other parts of the apparatus. The simpie supports cou1d have
produced a heating effect near the ends of the tube that was different

than effects in the center of the tube. In addition, circuiating air
currents may have been different in the center of the tube than at its

ends. Fina11y, the axia1 gradient may a1so have been caused by
nonuniform heat transfer from the cooiing shroud to the composite
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tube, and by the shroud itse1f being uneven1y coo1ed by the chi11ed
circu1ating f1uid.

The reasons for possib1y inaccurate temperature readings, which
may cause an apparent axia1 temperature gradient, 1ie in the mounting
of the thermocoup1es to the composite tube. For accurate and
consistent temperature readings, it is necessary to have a good
physica1 contact between the thermocoup1e and the tube. when mounting
the thermocoup1es cni to the tubes, attempts where made to ensure a
good contact, but it may be reasonab1e to assume that good contact was
not made in a11 mounts. Another source of error in the temperature
readings is the different and variab1e therma1 condition of the g1ued
area surrounding the thermocoup1e. Different amounts of g1ue at each
thermocoup1e 1ocation cou1d have caused thermocoup1es in identica1
therma1 environments to react different1y.

Figure 2.24 shows the thermocoup1e temperatures vs. e1asped time
for the T300—T300/934 tube at a D° orientation for a transient test.
From the figure it can be seen that the top midspan thermocoup1e (the
hexagon) produces readings that are about lO°F 1ower than the two top
thermocoup1es on the ends (the triang1e and the X). A1so, the bottom
midspan thermocoup1e reading (the diamond) is 25°F 1ower than the
other two bottom readings (the asterisk and the X). Any effects of
this axia1 temperature are not seen in the disp1acements of the tube

for this test, Fig. 2.15. It cou1d be said that the effects of this
axia1 temperature gradient are not seen because this gradient is
somewhat symmetric about the 1ongitudina1 center1ine of the tube. I
This means that any effects of the gradient wou1d be the same at both

1
1
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ends of the tube, resuTting in dispTacements that are stiTT symmetric
with respect to the center of the tube. However, Fig. 2.25 shows the
case of a axiaT temperature gradient which is not symmetric about the
TongitudinaT centerTine. This is the Forta-fi1T3/Epon826 tube at a O°
orientation during a transient test. From the figure it is seen that
on the bottom of the tube, the Teft end thermocoupie (the X) reads
l5°F higher than the center thermocouple (the diamond) and l0°F higher
than the thermocoupie at the right end (the asterisk). At the top of
the tube, the thermocoupTe on the Teft end (the X) reads 5° higher
than the one the midspan (the diamond) and 10°F higher than the one on
the right end (the triangie). This means the Teft end of the tube is
l0°F warmer than the right. Again, the dispiacements shown in Fig.
2.18 for this test do not show any effect of the axiai temperature
gradient. Therefore, it seems as though there was no apparent effect
of an axiaT temperature gradient on the dispiacements of the tubes.

Conciusions
A

The conciusions that can be made from this experimentai
investigation are:

1) The functional form of the temperature distribution of the
tubes can be accurateTy represented as a two—term cosine
series: T = A + Bcoso. This is the form of ·the ‘temperature
gradient that wiTT bg used in the anaTytica1 soiutions.

2) The radiai dispTacements of the tubes, due to the
circumferentiai temperature gradient, are paraboiic with the
axiai coordinate.
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3) The direction of the displacements is difficult to predict
due to material and construction anomalies. Better
construction is required before dimensionally stable structures
can be made of these tubes.

4) No effect of axial temperature gradients on tube
displacements is seen.

Because of the seeming inability to control material anomalies
and manufacturing deficiencies, analytical predictions of the stresses

' and deformations may seem somewhat meaningless. This is particularly
true if one analyses perfectly round tubes with layers of uniform

thickness around the circumference and along the length. However, it
is felt that a high degree of perfection can be achieved in the tube
construction and analysis of perfect tubes makes sense. Therefore,
the next chapter presents the fundamental equations which govern the
behavior of perfect tubes. Subsequent chapters present exact and
approximate solutions to these equations.



Chapter 3

GEOMETRY AND EQUATIDNS OF ELASTICITY

In the following chapters the solutions used to compute the
stresses and displacements of layered composite tubes subjected to a
circumferential temperature gradient will be discussed. In these
solutions the fundamental equations of elasticity will be used. The
equations are discussed below, along with the geometry of the tube and
the coordinate system used to describe the tube.

Tube Geometry

Figure 3.1 shows the cylindrical coordinate system (x,6,r) used
in the present study. The applied torsional, tensile, and bending
loads are shown and denoted by T, F, and M respectively. As depicted
in Fig. 3.2 the fiber angle in a particular layer is measured relative
to the positive x axis and is denoted by ¢. In this study the fiber

angle in each layer is restricted to either O° or 90°. Typical 1-2-3
notation will be used in conjunction with the principal material
system.

Two types of tubes will be studied: a single-layer tube and a
three—layer tube. The inner and outer radii are denoted by ri and ro

respectively. For a 3-layer tube the following notation is used:Theinner,
middle, and outer layers will be considered as layers 1, 2, and

*

3 respectively. The interface between the 1st and 2nd layers is at r

= rl and the interface between the 2nd and 3rd layers is at r = rz.
Figure 3.3 illustrates this nomenclature.

l25

Ly
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X1

Figure 3.2 Fiber Ang1e, ¢, of a Particu1ar Layer
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General Form of Displacements

. The following notation for the displacements will be used.

axial displacement: w = w(x,6,r)

tangential displacement: v = v(x,6,r)

radial displacement: u = u(x,6,r) , (3.1)

where the axial, tangential, and radial displacements are defined as
the displacements in the x, 6, and r directions, respectively.

Strain-Displacement Eguations

The strain—displacement equations in cylindrical coordinates are:

-w .1ilgr' ar E6 r (BB + ul

-m -1w suEx ° ax * Yr6 ' r (86 ° V + r ar)

-11 1mYxr ° ar + ax YX9 ' ax + r 86 « (3°2)

It should be noted that engineering shear strain is used here and
the strains are considered to be the total strains, i.e., thermal plus
mechanically induced.

Stress—Strain Eguations
. The elastic constitutive relations for an orthotropic lamina,
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including the effects of thermal expansion, can be written in the
principal material coordinate system as

1 vl2 °l36 -8 — -—— -—— O O O o1 1 El El El 1

1 °236 -8 —— — —-— O O O o2 2 E2 E2 2

1 .63-63 E; 0 0 0 63

*22 ä’ 0 0 °2323

YI3 Symmetric El- 0 61313

*12 ( é °l2· 12

(3.3)

where the thermal expansion strains are given by

81 = olAT, 82 = ¤2AT, 83 = ¤3AT.

There are no thermal shear strains for these orthropic tubes.

1
(> g — _ _ _
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Denoting the 6 by 6 matrix of materia1 properties by [S], the re1ation [

can be abbreviated as

El ' al Cl

62 - E2 o2

$3 "' Ö3
= [S]

1 *22 °23
*12 °l3

(3.4)*12 °12

This re1ation can be inverted to yie1d

Gl $1'02

62 — E2

U3 $3
[C]

°23 *22
°l3 *12

(3.5)°l2 *12

where, [C] = [S]'l.

1
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In the off-axis system, these re1ations are

Ex ° ex °x _
69 - E6 oa

6r - Er _- or
= [S]

Yor °6r
A Yxr °xr

' (3.6)Yxo ” exe °x6and

ox 6X - BX

oa 66 - E6

or l- 6r — Er
= [C]

°6r Yar
°xr Yxr

(3.7)°x6 Yxo ° gxa

The therma1 expansion terms in the x,6,r system are given by

ax = ¤XAT, E9 = a6AT, Er = ¤rAT, Exe = aX6AT.

Appendix B defines the [3] and [Ü] matrices and ax, aa, Gr and axa.
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Egui1ibrium Eguations
The equi1ibrium equations in cy1indrica1 coordinates, for the

case:of no body forces, are:

Bo Bo Bor 1 1 ro xr _

:0BT r 89 ax r V6 _
Bo Bo Goxr 1 ax x 1 _ (M)

Rotation Tensor
The nonzero components of the rotation tensor written in

cy1indrica1 coordinates are:

0 : l (l.ä! _.ä!)X9 2 r 86 BX

„,rx 2 ax BT

-11.% Lww9T ”
2 (r BT ° r 36] ° (3°9)
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Compatability Eguations
The compatability equations in cylindrical coordinates are:

2 2 2 -68 6F
+

3 cx — 8 YFX = 0BXZ BF2 6r6x
2 2 23.5.6. - 1 3 .*.66 1 1 .35x. 1 1 33 - 1 3..L><. . 08x2 r 666x F2 392 r BT r BX

626F 6eF 6?(ryF9) 3 2 *3
2 2

3.IEä - „ .ää. gl ] - $.3.IEä 1 2 .2E. gl ) 1 0BXZ BTBX T YGX T 393X BTBB T Ex

2
2 8 er 62 1 6 1 6 - 1 62 2 _r 666x ' 6r66 (r Yrx) + FF [F SF :2 6r6x (1 Yre) ” 0

28 Yrx Bar 62 62 62y · 2* W · (**66) 3 Z" (*36) · am (3*661 · °·
(3.10)

The two most important sets of equations are the equilibrium
equations and the compatability equations. The equilibrium and
compatability conditions usually, as they will here, result in
governing differential equations. The constitutive behavior and the
strain-displacement relations should be viewed more as definitions.

__l__,...
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Chapter 4

DERIVATION OF THE ELASTICITY SOLUTION

The goal of this chapter is to formulate the elasticity solution
for a homogenous, orthotropic tube subjected to a circumferential

temperature gradient, The solution will be presented in a form that
can be extended to treat the problem of a tube composed of many ortho-
tropic layers.‘ The assumptions in this solution are as follows.

1) It will be assumed that the tubes of interest are long, and
attention will be focused on the stress and displacement
response, due to a circumferential temperature gradient,
away from the ends of the tube. Away from the ends the
stresses do not vary with the axial coordinate. Therefore

¤x(x,6,r) = ¤x(r,6); ¤6(x,6,r) = ¤6(r,6); cr(X,G,T) = ¤r(T,9)

Due to the constitutive behavior

6x(x,6,r) = aX(r,6); 66(x,6,r) = cB(T,9); 6r(x,e,r) = €r(T,9)
Y„9<¤.6„r> = v(r„¤>; vX,(x.6.r> = vX„(r.@); vX9<¤„6„r> = vXG<r„@) -

This case of the stresses (and hence strains) not being a
function of the axial coordinate is referred to as
generalized plane deformation.

2) The experimental results indicated that the circumferential
temperature gradient for a tube heated on one side and
cooled on the other can be approximated as I

IT(6) = A + B coso
I
I
I

I35 |
I

L _(_____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____—— — — — — Y — — ——J
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where

Vgmaiy)
-v Z 2 ,

(T -T )

Ttcp is the temperature at 6 = 0°
Tbot is the temperature at 6 = l80°.

The temperature gradient is defined as

AT(6) = -[TcUre - (A + B cos6)] (4.3)
where,

Tcure = cure temperature of the materia1 system.
The temperature gradient, eq. 4.3, can be redefined as

AT(6) = TO + Tl cos6 (4.4)
where,

T0 2 cure

T1 2

Genera1 Form of the Disp1acements
The genera1 form of the disp1acements for a orthotropic tube is

derived in Appendix C. This derivation c1ose1y f0110ws that of
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Lekhnitskii [4], but here it has been modified to include thermal
expansion terms. The general form of the displacements is

_ 1 2
[

. .u(x,6,r) — U (r,6) +-ä x (blcosa — b2s1n6) - x(uls1n6 - uzcosa)

+ u0cos6 + v0sin6

x2(blsin6 + b2cos6) + xb3r — x(wlcos6 + uzsina)

- u0sin6 + VOCOSG + u3r

w(x,6,r) = w(r,6) - rx(blcos6 — bzsino) + bax + blrsine

- w2TCOS9 + wo (4.5)

where, as defined in Ch. 3, u, v, and w are the radial, tangential,

and axial displacements, respectively. As can be seen by comparing
Lekhnitskii's results with eq. 4.5, the inclusion of thermal expansion
terms does not alter the general form of the displacements.

A few comments on the physical meaning of some of the terms in
eq. 4.5 can be made at this time. The functions U, V, and N are to-

be—determined functions of r and 6. Bowing of the tube is represented
by the constants bl and bz and is seen to be parabolic in x. The

constant b3 characterizes torsional twisting of the tube. The
constants uo, vo, and wo represent rigid body translation in the X, Y,
and Z directions, respectively, shown in Fig. 3.1. Finally, the con-
stants ol, oz, and w3 represent rigid rotation of the tube about the

t
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Y, X, and Z axes respective1y. A11 constants are unknown and are
determined as part of the so1ution process.

A simp1ification to the disp1acements can be made by observing
the oddness and evenness of the disp1acements for the assumed even
temperature distribution and the orthotropic nature of each 1ayer of
the tube. Because of the orthotropic nature of the tube and
because T(6) = T(—6), the tube wi11 deform such that

u(x,6,r) = u(x,—6,r)

v(x,6,r) = -v(x,—6,r)

w(x,6,r) = w(x,-6,r) . (4.6)

The disp1acements u and w are even functions with respect to 6 whi1e v
is an odd function of 6. Because of this oddness and evenness, a11
the sine terms for u and w and the cosine terms for v are de1eted in
the genera1 form of the disp1acements, eq. 4.5. with this
simp1ification the disp1acement fie1d becomes

u = U(r 6) + l xzb cos6 + Xw cos6 + u cos6’ 2 1 2 O
v = V(r 6) - l xzb sin6 + xb r — Xw sin6 — u sin6 + u r’ 2 1 3 2 0 3
w = w(r,6) - blrxcos6 + b4x — w2TCOS6 + wo (4.8)

where, U(r,6) and w(r,6) must be even functions of 6 and V(r,6) must 1be an odd function of 6.
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The goal now is to find the unknown functions U, V, and N. The
approach that will be used here is to write the equilibrium equations
in terms of U, V, and N to obtain a set of governing differential
equations for these three components of displacement. This is the so-
called Navier approach. The following derivation is similar to one by
Pagano [5]. Here thermal loading is considered, rather than two-
dimensional surface tractions as was Pagano's approach.

Formulation and Solution of the Governing Eguations
The first step is to express the strain—displacement relations in

terms of the general form of the displacements, eq. 4.8. Doing this,
the total strains can be written as

ax = b4 - blrcose

-.l E!°6 ' r (U + ae)

=Er ar

- A! l. E!Yra
_

ar + r [ae ” V)

. m ?Yrx ar :

YXG - + ¤3»· (4.9) 1
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Using these strains, the constitutive behavior may be expressed as

ox C11 C12 C13 b4 — blrcosa - ex
- — —· — L ä°6 ’ C12 C22 C22 r (C T aa) ‘ es

·— ·— ~— aU°r C12 C22 C22 F' er

-— ä L E°r6 ° C44 [ar + r (aa - V]]

°rx
_ C55 ar

-— L2!axa - C66 (r 39 + bgr) (4.10)

Since concern is Timited to cross-p1y tubes, the stress-strain re-
1ations have no 16, 26, 36, or 45 terms in the [C] or [S] matrices.
In addition exe is zero for each 1ayer. Each 1ayer of the tube is
thus said to be cy1indrica11y orthotropic. These stresses are then

C substituted into the equi1ibrium equations to yie1d a set of coup1ed,
nonhomogenous, partia1 different equations for U and V. There is a
separate partia1 differentia1 equation for w. This separation of the
governing equation is due to the fact that the materia1 is
orthotropic. These differentia1 equations are

V

1

1, L .- ;....... i ————?
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— 62u 1 BU C44 62u C22 C44 2 C23 62v
ar r 36 r

- (fzgfß) 89 1

r araa 2 89 44 2 r ar 2T BT T

E 2. 226V (4.11)62 862 2

2 ‘E 2*5 (4.12). 55 ar? r ar V2 392

where

-l
_ _ _ —

-
__)P1 ‘ 6 [PC13 ‘ C12) Ex * (C22 ‘ C22]26 * (C22 Czaßer]

- - 1- -- (2613 (C12 - cl3)b4
_1a——-—-P2 - ;-SE (C12 ex + C22 ee + C23 er] + C12 bl s1n6 . (4.13)
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The form of the general solution is assumed to be

U(r,e) = 2 U (r) cosne + U (r,e)-
n=O n p ’

V(r,e) 2 Vn(r) sinne + V (r,e)
n=O p

w(r,e) = 2 wn(r) cos ne . (4.14)
A n=O

Here the summations give the homogeneous solution corresponding to Pl

and P2 of eq. 4.11 being zero. The remaining

terms Up(r,e) and Vp(r,e) represent the particular solution.

The Homogeneous Solution for U and V
In this section the homogeneous solution for the radial and tan-

gential displacements will be discussed. This solution is divided

into three separate cases: n = 0, n = 1, and n z 2. Each of these is

considered below.
The homogeneous part of the solution for n = 0 is

U(r,e) = U0(r)

V(r,e) = 0 . (4.15)

Substituting eq. 4.15 into the governing eq. 4.11 gives the following

ordinary differential equation for UO.
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_ dzuo 1 duo E22

This equation is easily solved by assuming a-Cauchy—Euler [6] solution
of the form: 4

*1UO = Aor . (4.18)

‘ Substituting eq. 4.18 into eq. 4.16 yields the solution:

xl -:1Uo(r) = Aolr + Aozr (4.19)

where,

Ü11 = /:¥ . (4.20)C33
For n = 1 the homogeneous solution is:

U(r,e) = Ul(r) cose

V(r,e) = Vl(r) sine (4.21)

Substituting eq. 4.21 into the governing eq. 4.11 gives the following
set of coupled, ordinary differential equations:
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2 - ..

U [ii.1ä’1) _ [246;.22) U33 dr? r dr r2 1
Ü +‘Ü dV Ü. +‘Ü

44 23 1 22 44 _+(——l-,.Ja;-·(—l2)Yl—¤
r

U -5 (@+1ii)r dr r2 1 44 dr2 r dr
Ü +‘Ü

+ (Ä-—%) v = 0 (4.22)2 14 r

A solution can again be found by substituting the Cauchy—Euler
solution form

4ul = Ar 2

*2V1 = Br (4.23)

into eq. 4.22. Doing so gives the following relationship between the
constants A and B:

- 2 .. - - - - - _(C22 *2 ‘ C22 ° C44*^ T [(C23 T C44)*2 ’ C22 ‘ C44]B ‘ C
_ .. -

_ _ ... _ 2 -[(623 + 644)42 + 622 + 644]A + [622 + 644 - 64442]6 - 0 (4.24)

This is a standard eigenvalue problem and the solutions for the ex-
ponent 42 can be found by setting the determinant of the coefficients
in eq. 4.24 to zero. This yields a fourth order polynominal
in 42 which gives four eigenvalues[

_ _ .-—— —
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.. .. - 2 .. .. - - .. -C C -C - 2C C + C C + C C l/2S2 = 0,0, i [ 23 33 23 23 44 33 44 22 44 1 S (4.25)C33C44
It is important to note the repeated eigenvalue X2 = 0. Because of
this the solution for U1 and V1 can be written as

X2 —X2
U1(r) = All + A12 lnr + Al3r + A14r

X2 -).2Vl(r) = B11 + B12 lnr + Bl3r + Bl4r (4.26)

The relationship between A13 and B13 and between A14 and B14 is given
by eq. 4.24. For the constants that correspond to the repeated zero
roots, the relationship between All and Bil and between A12 and B12 is
determined by substituting eq. 4.26 back into the governing eq.
4.11. Doing so, it is found that

A . - hlig12 S

A12 = - B12 (4.27)

where,

‘Ü +‘C ?S : 23 44 1C22 + C44 I
I

The total solution for the radial displacement for n = 1 becomes 1

I
I____g_A_g_____________z_A_z___________.................._...........—...—.—.—.—-—-—-—-—-—-A
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12 -12U1(r,6) = (All + A12 1nr + Al3r + Alar ) coso (4.28)

Note that the term Allcosa corresponds with the term uocosa from the
genera1 fomn of the disp1acements eq. 4.8. Since this is repeated
information, the two constants can be combined into one: All. A1so,

from the tangentia1 disp1acement for n = 1

Ä2 -12‘ Vl(r,6) = (811 + 812 1nr + 813r + Blqr )sin6 (4.29)

The term Bllsino corresponds with the term -u0sin6 term in eq. 4.8.
Noting that All and uo were combined above, it can be said that All =
-811. Then, from eq. 4.27

‘(^11 * B11)
= *i?—···—· =Ü‘

and therefore 812 = 0. Equation 4.23 now simp1ifies to

12 -12U1(r) = A11 + Algr + Al4r

V (r) = -A + 8
rlz

+ 8
r-X2

(4 31)1 11 13 14 ' °

l
A further simp1ification can be made by using eq. 4.24 to define

the two eigenvectors that correspond to the two nonzero 12 eigen-
va1ues, name1y, 1I

I

Ier1
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¢ =13 Al3
2 B

- Ä¢lA —
A14

, (4.32)

where

E +2 -2 EA13 = 22 44 33 2(C22 + C44)Ä2 ‘ C22 ’ C44
and

- 2 .. -2 _ C22*2 ’ C22 ‘ C44@14 · · (4-33)CC23 + C44)Ä2 + C22 + C44
with this, Ul(r) and V1(r) can be written as

1 -1_ 2 2Ul(r) - All + Al3r + AlAr

Ä2 -12Vl(r) = -All + ¢l3Al3r + ¢1AA1Ar . (4.34)

Proceeding ira a similar manner for n 2 2, the homogeneous so-
lution is ·

U(r,e) = 2 Un(r) cosne
n=2

V(r,e) = 2 Vn(r) sinne (4.35)
n=Z

Again, by assuming a Cauchy-Euler solution of the form

1
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1Un(r) = Anr n

1n T
Vn(r) = Bnr (4.36)

and substituting it into eq. 4.11 gives the following relationship
between An and Bn

(C22^ns ’ C44" “ C22) An T [CC23 T C44)^¤s ‘ C22 ‘ C44]“Bn T C
(4.37)

·— ·— - ·— —- 2 ·- 2 _[CC23 T T C22 T C44]“^n T [C22" ‘ C44(^ns ° 11TBn ‘ C

This is another eigenvalue problem and there are, ·hn general, four '

eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors.
The solution is the sum of four solutions, namely,

4 1 4 1_ ns _ _ nsUn(r) —
Sil Ansr , Vn(r) - Sil Bnsr .

The Solution for w
Following a similar procedure for the uncoupled equation for the

axial displacement, eq. 4.12, the solution from eq. 4.14 for n = 0 is

w(r,6) = w0(r) (4.38)

Substituting eq. 4.38 into eq. 4.12 gives the following ordinary

T
T_, 2__%___gä__2___2___2i__2___2___________...................................-..-------4
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differential equation for w0(r):

_ azwo 1 awo

Again using a Cauchy—Euler solution form

w — 0 11 4 400 ‘ Or ( • )

yields

wo(r) = 0ol + Dozlnr . (4.41)

Comparing eq. 4.41 with the general form of the displacements eq.
4.8, it can be seen that the constants 001 and w0 provide the same
information. These two constants are combined into one constant:
DOl•

The solution for n z 1 is

w(r,6) = 2 wn(r) cosna (4.42)
n=l

Assuming wo to be

w - 0 Y" (4 43)n(r) — ns r .

gives the solution

1
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w ( · 0 Y" 0
_Y"

n r) - nlr + nzr , (4.44)

where .

0Yn = n ;ää . (4.45)
C65

The Particular Solution

4 By direct substitution, it can be shown that the particular so- ‘

lutions to eqs. 4.11 and 4.12 are

Up = (r2A5 + rA4]cos6 + r(alb4 + D4]

vp = (r2H5 + rw4)s1n6 (4.46)

where,

_ C12 ‘ C12TIF-?
33” 22

0 = -—-—N-—- . (4.47)4 E -033 22
(note C33 ¢ C22)
The constants A4 and H4 are determined by solving

^4(C22 T C22 ‘ C44) T N4(C22 ‘ C22) T N

A4(2044 + 022 + 023) + H4C22 = w ,

_ _ _„a___*____Ü________________________„_.............................-.-------—-——-J
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while A5 and H5 are determined from the solution to

ASTTC23 ‘ Caa ‘ C22) T HSTC44 T 2C23 ° C22) T blC2Cl3 ‘ C12)

^s(3Ca4 T ZC22 T C22) T MSTC22 T 3C441 T C12b1 ‘

In the above the following definitions have been used:

M =TCEIBM

T TTC12 ‘ C121°x T (C22 ° C221°6 T [C22 ‘ C221°r]T0
FI = (Ü-lzonx + Ezzcxa (4.48)

The Complete Solution
At this time the complete solution for the three components of

displacement may be written as the sum of the homogeneous solutions,
the particular solution, and the terms from the general form of the
displacements. The complete solution is:

1 -1 1 -1u = Aolr 1 + Aozr 1 + (All + Al3r 2
4 Tns T+ 2 ( 2 Ansr ) cosnan=2 S=l V

l____ ___. ____„22___,22____22___.22....„S....„S....de._..*............—..-4
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+ (r2A + rA )cose + r(a b + D )+-Ä x2b cose + Xw cose5 4 1 4 4 2 1 2

T 12 -22v = (-All + ¢l3Al3r + ¢l4A14r ]sine

¤¤ 4 X
+ 2 ( 2 B r ns] sinne + (r2H + rH ]sinen=2 S=l ns 5 4

1 Z . . .—·? x bl sine + xb3r - xwz sine + wgr

w = D + D 1nr + 2 [D
rYn

+ D r•Yn]cosneOl OZ n=l ln Zn

- blrx cose + b4x - wzr cose (4.49)

Exgressions for the Stresses
Using the strain-disp1acement equations and Hooke's Law for an

orthotropic 1amina, the stresses may be expressed as:

° X ’ b4[Cil * al(Ci2 + Casll * D4(CiZ * Ci3) _eV _ _ xl-1 _ _ -xl-1

H5) H4) + Ci3A4
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_ _ 12-1

__
cose

_ ¤¤ 4 Ans-1+ C12 ngz (Sil (Ans + n BnS)r ] cosne
=¤ ¤¤ 1 -1- ns+ Cia ngz (Sil 1nSAnSr ) cosna

- (Üilax + Ü,266 + Ci36r)(TO + T1 cosa)

where for 6X, 1 = 1, for 69, 1 = 2, and for 6r, 1 = 3. A1so,

_ 12-1 -12-1
°r6 = C44

A5) + A4]} s1n6

— ° 4 Xns°l .+ C44 ngz (Sil [BnS(1nS - 1] - nAnS]r ) s1nne

D ¤ Y -1 -Y -1- — 2 · ¤ ¤6rX - C55 r + C55 ngl Yn(Dlnr - Dznr )cosn6

— ·- ° Yn°l 'Yn'l .69X = C66 b3r - C66 nél (Dlnr + Dznr ]s1nn6 . (4.50)
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Application of the Elasticity Solution to a Single Layer Tube Ä
In this section, the elasticity solution found iri the previous

section will be applied to determine the displacements and stresses
for

la
thermally loaded, single layer tube. while a single-layer

itself may be of no practicle significance, boundary and other
important conditions must be applied to obtain a solution. This
process is important and the single—layer tube will serve as an
example of the process before the more complicated multilayer case is
considered. However, a tube with a wall made of multiple O° layers,
for example, is a single-layer as far as the analysis is concerned.
Such E1 tube is of practicle significance and so application of the
solution to a single—layer has some physical meaning.

The application of the boundary and other conditions will
determine the unknown constants and will result in the following
simplifications of the solution:

1) The homogeneous part of the solution for the radial andtangential displacements for n 2 2 vanishes. Also, the
Isolution for the axial displacement vanishes for n 2 1.

2) The terms that represent the rigid body displacementsvanish.
3) The shear stresses axa and oxr are zero.

Boundary and Other Conditions
The complete set of conditions on the problem of a traction free,

thermally loaded, single-layer tube are:

1
(1) (a) ¤r(Ti,9) = ¤r(rO,6) = O

1
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Zn PO
(2) (a) T f axrarae = 00 ri

Zn P0 2(b) f f axr cose drdo = 0
0 r.1

Zn T0 2(c) f f oxa r drda = 0
0 r.1

(3) U = v = w = O @ X = O, 9 = O, T = VO

(4) wij = 0 @ X = O, 9 = 0, Y = PO (4.51)

Conditions (1) are boundary conditions which result from the traction-
free inner and outer surfaces of the tube. The integral conditions
(2) represent zero net axial force, zero net bending moment, and zero
net twisting moment respectively. These are a result of the
tubehavingno mechanical loads, i.e., F, M, and T of Fig. 3.1 being ‘
zero. Condition (3) supresses rigid body displacements by forcing all 1
displacements to be zero at some arbitrary point. The

{

T__ __ __
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point (0,0,rO) is chosen here for convenience. Simi1iar1y, condition
(4) supresses rigid body rotations by forcing the components of the

. rotation tensor to be zero at (0,0,r0).

Eva1uating the Conditions
At this time specific conditions wi11 be eva1uated in order to

show that the homogeneous so1ution for u and v vanishes for n 2 2.
The conditions used here are: ‘

or(ri,e) = or(r0,e) = 0

¤rX(ri,e) = ¤rX(r0,e) = O (4.52)

Because sine and cosine are 1inear1y independent functions, to satisfy
eq. 4.52, the cbefficient of each harmonic of ar, are, and erx must be
zero at ro and ri, i.e.

[..........] = O

[..........[ cose = 0 + [..........] = 0 @ ro & ri

[..........] sine = 0 + [..........] = O @ ro & ri 1

[..........] cos2e = 0 + [..........] = 0 @ ro & ri

1

[
___ ___
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:0+(4.53)

For now, on1y the iharmonics of cosne and sinne for n 2 2, wi11 be
considered.

For the boundary condition on = 0 at r = ri and rn, the terms
mu1tip1ying cosne 1ead to

4 A -1 ¤ A -1— ns ·— ns _C23 sil (Ans + nßns) $(1) + C33 ngz ÄnsAnsT(i) “ 0
' 0 ' 0 (4.54)

Since Ans and Bns are not independent of each other (see eq.
4.37), ans can be defined such that,

B ns¢ = ——— (4.55)ns Ans

Equation (4.54) can now be written as:

4 Ans2 Ans Cns r i = 0, n = 2, 3, 4, ... (4.56)$:1 (Q)

where, Cns Ü33 Ans + Üés nens
Simi1ari1y, the boundary condition ans = 0 at r· = ri and ro written

as:

4 Ans2 Ans ons r 1 = 0, n = 2, 3, 4, ... (4.57)$:1I

I
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where, wns E ans (Ans — 1) - n -
Arranging eq. 4.56 and eq. 4.57 in matrix form for the unknowns Anl,
Anz, An3, and An4 leads to

A A A Anl n2 n3 n4Cnl *1 Cnz *1 Cn3*i Cn4*i Anl 0
A A A Anl n2 n3 n4Cnl *0 Cn2*0 Cn3*0 Cna*0 Anz 0
A A A Anl n2 n3 n4Anl *1 wn2*i wn3*i wn4*i An3 0
A A A A_ nl n2 n3 n4Anl *0 wn2*0 *na*0 *n4*0 An4 0 .

(4.58)

The unknowns Ani, i = 1,2,3,4 are nonzero only if the determinant of
the coefficient matrix of eq. 4.58 vanishes. Because of the
arbitrariness of Cns, ¢nS, ri, ro, and Ans, this determinant will not,
in general, equal zero. Therefore, it must be concluded
that Ans = 0 for n 2 2.

Now considering harmonics of sines and cosines for n 2 1 while
following a similiar procedure to show that the solution for the axial
displacement vanishes for n 2 1, the boundary condition anx for r = rl

I
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and ro gives,

Yn-1 -Yn-lDln r 1 — Dzn r 1 — 0, n - 1,2,3,... (4.59)

Arranging eq. 4.59 in matrix form for the unknowns Dln and Dzn leads
to

Y —Yr.n r. n Dln O1 1
= (4.60)Yn -Yn”0 ”0 Dzn O .

The unknowns Dln and Dzn are nonzero only if the determinant of the
coefficient matrix of eq. 4.60 is zero. This determinant is zero only
if ri = ro, which is obviously impossible for a tube of finite
thickness. Therefore, Dln and Dzn = 0 for n 2 1. '

Attention is turned to the rigid body displacement coefficients
bg, az, ug, 001, and 002. Table 4.1 gives which conditions are used
to show that these coefficients are zero.

To review, the following coefficients in the displacement field
have been shown to be zero:

Ans = Bns = 0, s = 1,2,3,4, n = 2,3,4,....
1

Dln = Dzn = 0, n = 1,2,3, .....
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Table 4.1 Conditions Used to Show Rigid Body Displacement and
Rotation Coefficients are Zero in the Single—Layer
Elasticity Solution

Condition Result

Z1: V0 2 _ —fo jr axg r arae - 0 b3 - 0
i

mrx = O at X = O, 9 = 0, V = V0 m2 = 0

w = O at X = 0, 8 = 0 V = V0 D01 = 0
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w3 = wz = b3 = Dol = D02 = O (4.67)

Since a11 of the constants that appear in the shear 1
stress orx and oxa have been shown to be zero, arx = are = O. The
disp1acement fie1d can now be written as

11 -11u = Aolr + Aozr + r(alb4 + D4)
1 *2 ‘*2 2 12+ (All + Al3r + Al4r + r A5 + rA4 +-ä x bl]cos6

*2 °*2 2 1 2v = (-All + ¢l3Al3r + ¢l4Al4r + r H5 + rH4 - ä-x bl)sin6

w = x(b4 - blrcosa] (4.61)

It is significant to note that the axia1 disp1acement is 1inear in the
combination of coordinate variab1es rcosa. This means that the often-
used assumption of p1ane sections remaining p1ane ho1ds true here.

For the harmonics n = 0 and n = 1 the fo11owing boundary
conditions must sti11 be app1ied:

or (Ti,G) = = O

211 1**0
f f cx rdrde = OO ri
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Zn TO
f _ fr ox rz cos6drdr6 = O0 ‘ i

u = 0 at x = 0, 6 = 0, r = ro . (4.62)

The unknown constants are A01, A02, b4, A11, A13, A14, b1_

1 The constants A01, A02, and b4 completely determine the case for
which the temperature of the tube does not vary with 6. This is
termed the uniform temperature part of the solution, These constants
can be determined independently from the rest of the unknowns by
evaluating the boundary conditions:

0r(T1,G) = ¤r(r0,6) = O (the part independent of 6)

Zn TO
[ I ax rdrda = 0 (4.63)O r1

It is seen that the right-handgsides of the resulting system of
equations are directly porportional to TO, the average temperature
change from cure (see eq. 4.4).

The remaining constants A11, A13, A14, and b4 are then foundfrom: I
I
I

0r(Ti,G) = ¤r(T0,9) = O (the cos6 part) ‘
I

Zn T' IO 2 1f f ax r cos6drd6 = 0 10 r.‘ I
I

(__w_r__g_F______r____(______r______(____e_„_.._„.............—.r..—.——r—-———-4
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U = O at X = 0, 6 = O, r = ro (4.64)

This part of the solution is termed the nonuniform temperature part of
the solution. The boundary condition are = 0, r = r1, ro is not used
here because it gives the same information as the boundary
condition 6r = 0 at r = ri, ro. It can be shown that the functional( forms of ar and arg are indentical with respect to the variable r.
That is,

or = f(r)cos6

are = f(r)sin6 .
l

(4.65)

Since the boundary conditions involving these two stresses are
evaluated at an arbitrary 6, the boundary conditions become:

ar = 0 » f(r 1 ) = 0

(4.66)

These obviously provide the same information. Therefore, only one set
of the boundary conditions on ar and ara can be used to evaluate the
unknown constants.
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Numerical Examples of the Elasticity Solution for Single-Layer Tubes
To illustrate the application ofathe elasticity solution for a

single-layer tube, three numerical examples are provided. Two of the
tubes considered here are comprised of eight layers of either 0° or
90° fiber orientations. These will be modeled as having a single
layer. The third tube is made of aluminum and is included to provideY
a comparison to the composite tubes. These three examples will
provide a basis for understanding the effects of circumferential
temperature gradients in tubes. The ideas presented here will be
extended in later chapters.to the case of three-layered tubes.

For the tubes used in this section, the inner radius is 0.250
~ in., the outer radius is 0.290 in. and the wall thickness is 0.040

in. These are thick-walled tubes since they have a mean-radius to

thickness ratio about 7. The temperatures of the tubes are 200°F at
the top and -200°F at the bottom and they have a stress-free
temperature of 350°F. This gives a resulting temperature distribution
of T = -350 + 200 cosa. The material properties for the two composite
tubes will be those of T300/934 listed in Appendix D. It should be
noted that, since the elasticity solution is valid only for
orthotropic materials, the isotropic material properties of the
aluminum are slightly altered in order to obtain an orthotropic
stiffness matrix. These properties are also given in Appendix 0.

For completeness, all of the necessary constants in the solution
are presented in Table 4.2 for the three tubes. The coefficients
corresponding to the uniform temperature part of the problem (TO =
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Table 4.2 Constants Needed for the Single-Layer Elasticity Sblution

Constant 0° Tube 90° Tube Aluminum Tube

xl 1.0447 3.5584 0.99726
x2 1.6667 7.1436 1.9998
al -0.3000 0.188818 x 10'2 -0.30000
D4 -0.6540 X 10'2 0.33690 X 10'3 -0.60060 X 10·2
S 0.62780 0.59697 x 10’l 0.55736
613 -16.082 5.1073 -18.684
¢l4 0.36430 2.0535 1.0039
A4 0.35415 X l0'2 0.42625 X 10'2 0.27287 X 10·2
H4 -0.29591 X 10'2 -0.43679 X 10'2 -0.13709 X 10'2
A5 0.47604 x 10'5 -0.26321 x 10'2 -0.12178 x l0'2
H4 0.47604 x 10'5 0.27045 x l0'2 -0.12178 x 10’2
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-350°F) are shown in Table 4.3. The coefficients for the nonuniform
part (Tl = 200°F) are shown in Table 4.4. Figures 4.1-4.16 show the
stresses asja function of the radial and circumferential coordinate
variables. Recall that the stresses are not a function of the
coordinate variable x. The radius is denoted by a normalized
quantity, 6 = ßéjljigg] . with this definition, the inner and outer
radii are represented as 6 = 0 and 6 = 1, respectively. For the
circumferential coordinate, 6 = 0° denotes the top of the tube where
the temperature is 200°F and 6 = l80° is at the bottom where the
temperature is -200°F. 0nly half of the tube is represented in these
plots since the stresses are symmetric about 6 = 0.

Figures 4.1-4.4 show the four nonzero components of stress for
the tube with a 0°, or axial, fiber orientation. Note that all of
these stresses are small. Looking at the axial stress, Fig. 4.1, it
is seen that the maximum tensile value of 112 psi occurs at 6 = 0, 6 =
180° and at 6 = 1, 6 = 0. The axial stress is zero through the
thickness of the tube at 6 = 90°. For the so-called hoop
stress, 69, Fig. 4.2, the maximum tensile and compresive stresses of I
420 psi and -420 psi, respectively, occur at the same locations as I
those seen for the axial stress. There is also a through-the- I
thickness line of zero stress at 6 = 90°. The magnitude of the hoop I
stress is important in layers of 0° fiber orientation because it acts

I
perpendicular to the fiber direction and can cause matrix cracking,

I
although here the magnitude of this stress is of no consequence.

I
Refering to Fig. 4.3, it is seen that the maximum radial tensile I
stress is 15 psi at 6 = 0.5, 6 = 180°. The maximum compressive radial

I11
1I

1
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Table 4.3 Coefficients From the Single—Layer Elasticity Solution
Corresponding to the Uniform Temperature Part of theProblem

Coefficient 0° Tube 90° Tube Aluminum Tube

Aol -0.49683 x 10'l7 -0.31101 x 10°l 0.18767 x 10°l7
AC2 -0.19752 x 10'l9 0.19558 x 10'5 0.46920 x 10'2l
b4 0.15050 x 10’4 -0.66262 x 10°2 -0.38500 x 10'2
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Table 4.4 Coefficients from the Single-Layer Elasticity SolutionCorresponding to the Nonuniform Part of the Problem

•Coefficient 0° Tube 90° Tube Aluminum Tube

All 0.10287 x 10'2 -0.89867 x 10'3 0.49886 x 10'3
A13 -0.57756 x 10'3 0.13826 -0.38352 x 10'3
A14 -0.10755 x 10'4 -0.14732 x 10'8 -0.32815 x 10'5
bl 0.31736 x 10'4 -0.13963 x 10'l -0.81185 x 10'2
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stress occuring at 6 = 0.5, 6 = 0° is -15 psi. The radia1 stress for
0° fiber orientations acts perpendicu1ar to the fiber direction. The
on1y nonzero shear stress ¤r6, seen in Fig. 4.4 has a maximum va1ue
of -15 psi at p = 0.5, 6 = 90. By examining bl and b4, it is seen
that the tube gets Tonger overa11 and it deforms in the X-Z p1ane of
Fig. 3.1 so that the shape is concave upwards. This is due to a
negative ax for this uniaxia1 case.

I
Figures 4.5-4.8 show the stress state for a tube with a 90°, or

circumferentia1 fiber orientation. The stress for this orientation
are genera11y Targer than those seen in the 0° tube. Refering to Fig.
4.5, the maximum axia1 tensi1e stress of 575 psi occurs at p = 0, 6 =
180°. The maximum axia1 compressive stress is -665 psi, occuring
at p = 1, 6 = 180°. For 1ayers of 90° fiber orientation, the axia1
stress is norma1 to the fiber direction. Therefore, this stress, if
it was 1arger, cou1d cause matrix cracking at the outer radius at 6 =
0° and at the inner radius at 6 = 180°. The hoop stress seen here,
Fig. 4.6, is very Targe compared to the other stresses in this examp1e
and for any of the stresses in the 0° tube. The maximum tensi1e hoop
stress occurring at p = 0, 6 = 180° has a magnitude of 16.5 ksi. The
maximum compressive hoop stress is -14.9 ksi at p = 1, 6 = 180°. This
stress acts in the fiber direction and therefore does not contribute
to matrix cracking for 90° fiber orientations. These hoop stresses
are high because of the mismatch in therma1 expansion properties in
the circumferentia1 and radia1 directions. The maximum radia1 tensi1e
stress, Fig. 4.7, is 575 psi at 6 = 0.5, 6 = 180°. This is at the
bottom of the tube at the mid-thickness of the 8 1ayers. There are no

T
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compressive radial stress for this tube. The shear stress arg , Fig.
4.8, has a maximum value of -200 psi at p = 0.5, 6 = 90°. Despite the
orthotropic nature of both this and the 0° tubes, shear stresses are j
generated. This is due strictly to the thermal gradient. Again by
examining bl and b4, particularly their signs, it is seen that the
tube shinks axially and deforms in the X-Z plane in the opposite
direction of the 0° tube, i.e., concave down. This is because ax is
positive for the circumferential fiber orientation.

Figures 4.9-4.12 show the four nonzero components of stress for
the aluminum tube. To be able to make comparison with the two
composite tubes, a stress-free temperature of 350°F was used for the
aluminum tube. It should be noted that all of the stresses in this
tube are a result of the circumferential temperature gradient. A
uniform change in temperature would not induce stresses in an
isotropic tube.

Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show ·that ox and 66 have identical forms.
This should be the case for an isotropic material. The maximum value
of the stresses is :1.46 ksi. The maximum tensile stress occurs at
the points p = 1, 6 = 0, and p = 0, 6 = l80°. The maximum
compressive stress occurs at p = 0, 6 = 0° and p = 1, 6 = l80°. Note
that for ax this stress is much larger than that found for the two
composite tubes. For aa, the value found for the alumimum tube is
greater than that for the 0° tube and less than the stress found for
the 90° tube. This type of relation between the relative values
of ae is also seen to be true for the stresses ar and arg. The radial
stress for the alumimum tube, shown in Fig. 4.11, has unaximum and

1_1_1_1_1_ _ _ - _-
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minimum values of t 27 psi at p = 0.5, 6 = l80° and p = 0.5, 6 = 0°,
respectively. 'The maximunI value of the shear stress are, shown in
Fig. 4.12, is 27 psi at the point p = 0.5, 6 = 90°. It is surprising
to see that the tube develops a shear stress in this isotropic case.

The responses of the alumimum and 0° tubes to the circumferential
I

temperature gradient are very similar. Although the two tubes have
different values of stress, the forms of the stress fields are the
same. This is seen by the fact that the maximum tensile and
compressive stresses occur at the same locations for the two tubes.
Also, the stresses for these tubes are closer in value than they are
for the alumimum and 90° tubes. The reason for this is that both the
alumimum and 0° tubes lack the mismatch in thermal expansion
properties in the circumferential and radial directions as there is
for the 90° tube. There is one major· difference between the two
tubes. The axial deformations, ba, and the curvature, bl, are
opposite in sign and significantly different in magnitude.

Extension of the Solution to Three-Layer Tubes
In this section the elasticity solution developed previously is

extended to the case of a tube having three orthotropic layers. A
three-layer tube was chosen to model both types of tubes considered in
this study, namely the 8—layer tube with a (90/06/90)t layup and the l
unidirectional tube with inner and outer· aluminunI or‘ dacrorI wraps. I
Also, the 3-layer case illustrates all aspects of applying the D
solution to a n-layer tube. I

I
I
I

I I
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The starting point here is the general form of the displacements,
eq. 4.49, with the additicn of a superscript, denoting the layer
number, on each constant and unknown ccefficient. These equations are
rewritten as

_ _ ÄÜ) _ dä?) _ _ ÄÜ) _ _,(i)UO) = ASI)? 1 2 + Aäg)? 2 )COS9

(1)=¤ 4 • Ä
+ 2 [ 2 ns ]cosn0

n=2 S=l

+ (,—2Ag‘> + I—Agl>1c¤„ + I~(a{‘>b§f> + uff);

. . . . XIII . . -x(1)2 151111
ua 4 . • •

+ 2 [ 2 Bég) r ns]sinn6n=2
S=l

• • • T • n + Dznr n )COSh6 l
1

(4.49a)

I
For the case of the 3-layer tube, the number of unknowns ß

I
1
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increases. Essentially, there is a set of unknowns for each layer.
Also, the number of conditions on the problem increases with the
addition of interfacial continuity of tractions and displacements.

The complete set of boundary and other conditions governing the
problem of a three—layer tube are:

1) 0

(1) - (3) -2) are (Ti,9) — are (r0,6) - 0

2) 0
211 VO

4) f f axrdrde = 0
O r.1

211 T0 25) f f axr cosedrdo = O .0 r.1

211 T0 26) f f axar drde = 0
0 r.1

1
h_ 2____2
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7) o£K) = o$K+l), T = TK

8>m.9>
tt

VK
. (K = 1,2)

11) v(K) = v(K+l), T = TK

12) w(K) = w(K+l), r = rK

13) u(3) = v(3) = w(3) = O, X = O, 0 = O, T = TO

(3)....14) bij - 0, x - 0, 6 - 0, r - ro (4.71)

Conditions 1-3 are boundary conditions which resu1t from the traction-

free inner and outer surfaces of the tube. The integra1 conditions 4-

6 represent zero net axia1 force, zero net bending moment, and zero
net twisting moment, respective1y. These are a resu1t of the tube

having no mechanica1 1oads. Note that the integra1s are over the
cross-sections of a11 three 1ayers. Interfacia1 continuity of the
tractions or, org, and orx are enforced by conditions 7-9. Simi1ar1y,
interfacia1 continuity of the three disp1acement components u, v, and

w are enforced by conditions 10-12. These two sets of interfacia1
continuity were not necessary for the sing1e-1ayer tube since the tube
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has no 1ayer interfaces. F1na11y, a11 rigid body disp1acements and
rotations are supressed at the point x = 0, 6 = 0, r = ro by

conditions 13 and 14. The point (0,0,rO) is chosen for convenience.
It wi11 be shown that the functiona1 form of the so1ution app1ied

to the three—1ayer case is the same (and not unexpected1y) as the

sing1e—1ayer case, except for the fo11owing changes:
1) The unknown coefficients Aéä), Aég), A11), Aäg), and A12),

~ W 1 = 1,2,3 and the constants aäi), D21), Aäi), Aéi), Hgi),
ana Hgi),
1 = 1,2,3 are unique to each 1ayer.

2) The unknown coefficients bl and b4 are the same for a11
1ayers and thus are uniform to the tube as a who1e.

As was seen in the sing1e-1ayer case, the homogeneous so1ution

for the radia1 and tangentia1 disp1acements corresponding

to n 2 2 a1so vanishes for the three-1ayer case, as does the so1ution

for the axia1 disp1acement for n 2 1. Before showing this, it shou1d

be noted that the coefficients Bél) can be expressed in terms
of AS;) and a constant through the eigenva1ue re1ationship, eq. 4.37,

for each Tayer of the tube. This means that

(4.72)

This is ana1ogous to eq. 4.32 in the s1ng1e—1ayer so1ution. Now, to

show that the u and v disp1acements vanish for n 2 2, the 1
coefficients A23), s = 1,2,3,4, i=1,2,3 for each n = 2,3,4,... must be 1
shown to be zero. To do this, the fo11owing boundary and continuity

11
1
1
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conditions are used to give 12N homogeneous equations for the 12N
unknowns

0

= = 0

E oil) = oiz) @ T = T1

cf?) = „§3) 0 V = V2
8%) = ¤$€) @ 1* = *1
(2) - (3) -org — org @ Y — V2

u(l) = U(?)_ V(l) =v(2)u(2)

v(3) C; , = ,.2 (4.73)

These conditons can be arranged in matrix form for the unknowns AS;).
The unknowns can be nonzero onTy if the determinate of the coefficient
matrix formed from the 12 homogeneous equations for each n vanishes. 1
Because of the arbitrariness of the terms in this coefficient matrix, E
it is genera1Ty impossibie for its determinant to be zero. It
isthereforeconciuded that the unknowns Ag;) must be zero and that the E
radiai and tangentia1 dispTacements for n 2 2 vanish. I

21
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Simi1ar1y, to show the axia1 disp1acement corresponding
to n 2 1 vanishes, the coefficients Dää) and Dég), i = 1,2,3, n =
1,2,3,... must be shown to be zero. This is done by using the
conditions

0

gig) = gig), w(2) = w(3) @ r = r 2 (4.74)

are used to obtain six homogeneous equations for the six
constants D§g) and Dég) for each n, n = 1,2,3... These can be
arranged in matrix form for the unknowns Dil) and For these
unknowns to be nonzero, the determinant of the coefficient matrix
arising from these equations must vanish. Because of the arbitariness
of the terms in this matrix, the determinate cannot be zero in
genera1. Therefore, it is conc1uded that Dil) = Dél) = 0.
Consequent1y, the axia1 disp1acement for n 2 1 vanishes.

The coefficients Dég), i = 1,2,3 can be shown to be zero by
app1ying the boundary conditions aßi) = O at r = ri and aii) = 0 at r
= ro and the condition of interfacia1 continuity of orx. with this,
a11 of the coefficients that appear in the stresses orx and oxö have 1
been shown to be zero. Therefore, these two shear stresses are zero. 5

The coefficients that represent the rigid body disp1acement and E
rotation, bg, 02, and wg, can a11 be shown to be zero. Tab1e 4.5

é11
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Table 4;5 Conditions Used to Show Rigid Body Displacement and Rotation
Coefficients are Zero in the Three—Layer Elasticity Solution

Condition Result

wél) = wéz) = wg) = w2
,

(K K 1
w§l) = w§2) = w§3) = wg

v ) = v( + ) @ r = rK (1)- (2) - (3)-b3 — b3 — bg — b3

m2 = O

v(3)(O,O,Y ) = 0 m = O
u

0 3
(3) ,mxa (0,0,rO) U “

(3) - =·mrx (0,0,rO) - 0 b3 0

(3)
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lists the conditions used to do this. The coefficients that
characterize bowing of the tube, bl and b4, are shown to have the same
value in each layer. This means that bll) = blz) = b§3) = bl and
that bél) = bg?) = b$3) = b4. This is given by the interfacial
continuity conditions

U(K) = U(K+l)

w(K) = w(K+l) ° (4.75)

for r = rK, K = 1,2 .
At this point the functional form of the solution in each layer

now corresponds with that for the single layer. The remaining
condtions, given in Table 4.6, give 17 equations for the 17 remaining
unknown constants: ASI), Aoéi), All), Alg), Alg), bl, and b4, i =
1,2,3. Note the boundary condition are = 0 at the inner and outer
surface is not used here. This is because the condition gives the
same information as the boundary condition ar = 0. Proof of this was
given in the section on the application of the elasticity solution to
a single layer tube.

This concludes the derivation of the elasticity solution. A

single numerical example for a three—layer tube will now be
presented. Further numerical examples of ‘the three—layer solutions
are presented and discussed in Ch. 6.
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Table 4.6 Conditions Used to Evaluate the 17 Unknown CoefficientsFor the Three—Layer Elasticity Solution

Condition Result

O Equations for::(1)
(1) (1)°1·A11 ’A13 ’A14

0 Equations for:(3)

(3) (3)°1·A11 ’Al3 ’Al4
- Zn TO

[ [ d rdrda = O Equation for: b ,A(A),A(1),i=1,2,3
0 ri x 4 Ol O2
Zw FO • •[ [ axrzcdsddrad = 0squazidn0ri

u(l) = u(2) @ r = rl Equations for:(1)
(1) (1) (2) (2) (2)A11 ’Al3 ’Al4 ’A1l ’Al3 ’Al4

u(2) = u(3) @ r = rz Equations for:(Z)
(2) (Z) (3) (3) (3)A11 ’Al3 ’Al4 ·A11 ’Al3 ’Al4

(1)- (2) , · . (1) (1) (1) (Z) (Z) (Z)v - v @ r rl Equation for. All ,Al3 ,Al4 ,All ,Al3 ,Al4
v(2) = v(3) @ r = 2 Equation for:

r = rl Equations
for(1) (1) (1) (Z) (2) (2)°1·A11 ’Al3 ’A14 ’Al1 ·A12 ’Al4

af?) = ¤f3) 0 r = rz Equations(2)
(Z) (Z) (3) (3) (3) (3)°1·A11 · A12 ’Al3 ’A1l ’Al3 ’Al3 ’Al4

u(3)(0,O,rO) = O Equationfor:___>____
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Numerical Example of the Three-Layer Solution

The purpose of this section is to illustrate the application of
the elasticity solution for a three-layer tube. The tube that will be
considered here is one of engineering interest, namely, a tube with a
(90/06/90)t construction. This tube is designed mainly for axial
stiffness, but the inner and outer layers of circumferential fibers
provide strength to hold the axial fibers together. Although the tube
is really made of 8 layers, the middle 6 layers are modeled as being a
single layer. This example is the second step in understanding the
effects of circumferential temperature gradients on composite tubes.
The first step was reported previously in the example for the single-
layer tube. The ideas presented here will be used in later chapters
when a approximate solution is considered and when results of
parameter studies are reported.

The inner radius of the tube used here is 0.250 in., the outer
radius is 0.290 in., and the wall thickness is 0.040 in. This is a

l

thick-walled tube since the mean-radius to thickness radius is about
7. The temperatures for the tube are 200°F at the top, -200°F at the
bottom, and a stress free temperature of 350°F. The resulting
temperature distribution is T = -350 + 200cos6. For the material
properties, those listed in appendix D for T300/934 graphite-epoxy V
will be used. The dimensions, temperatures, and material properties

V
used in this example are the same as where used in the example for the
single-layer tube. Only the tube construction is different. Since V
the tube in this example is multilayered, most of the constants and

coefficients that appear in the solution are unique to each layer. V

l
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The necessary constants in the solution for each layer of the
tube are presented in Table 4.7. The coefficients corresponding to
the uniform temperature part of the problem (TO = -350°F) are given in
Table 4.8. The coefficients for the nonuniform part (Tl = 200) are
presented in Table 4.9. _

Figures 4.13-4.16 show the nonzero components of the stresses as
a function of the radial and circumferential coordinates. These
figures are- in the same format as was used in the single-layer
examples. The only difference in the figures for the three-layer tube
is that there are now layer interfaces at p = 0.125 and 0.875.

The axial stress, shown in Fig. 4.13, is tensile and relatively
large in the inner and outer layers. The stress reaches a maximum of
14 ksi in these layers at 6 = 1800 (at the bottom). This is where the
difference between the stress free temperature and the tube
temperature is the greatest. The stress in these layers acts
perpendicular to the fiber direction and could contribute to matrix
cracking.

The axial stress in the middle six 0° layer is much different
than that in the inner and outer layers. Here the stress is

compressive and reaches a relatively small value of -4.7 ksi
at 6 = 1800. The hoop stress, Fig. 4.14, is large and compressive in
the inner and outer layers. The maximum value of -56 ksi occurs in

the outer layer at 6 = 1800. In the middle layer, the stress is
tensile and has a maximum of 12.9 ksi at 6 = 1800. The stress here )
acts perpendicular to the fiber direction. This stress component t
could also cause matrix cracking. Refering to Fig. 4.15, it is seen1

1
1

_
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Tab1e 4.7 Constants Needed for the Three—Layer E1ast1c1ty S¤1ut1on

Constant Layer #1 Layer #2 Layer #3
. (90°) (0°) (90°)

X1 3.5584 1.0447 3.5584
12 7.1436 1.6667 7.1436
öl 0.l8818x10'2 -0.30000 0.18818x10'2
D4 0.33690xl0°3 -0.65405xl0'2 0.33690xl0'3
¢l3 5.10725 -16.08173 5.10725
¢14 2.05351 0.36430 2.05351
A4 O.42625x10'2 0.354l5xl0'2 0.42625x10°2
H4 ·0.43679xl0'2 -0.29591x10'2 -0.43679x10'2
A5 -0.92932xl0'4 -0.73948xl0'4 —0.92932x10'4
H5 0.95490xl0'4 —0.73948x10°4 0.95490xl0'4
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Table 4.8 Coefficient From the Three—Layer Elasticity Solution
Corresponding to the Uniform Temperature Part of theProblem

Constant Layer #1 Layer #2 Layer #3

A01 -0.63802x10'l 0.15lO1x10°2 -O.55662xl0'l
A02 0.16265x10°5 0.26l65x10'3 0.88603x1O°6
b4 ‘ —0.3164xlO'3 -0.3l64x1O'3 —0.3l64xl0°3

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I



191Table4.9 Coefficients from the Three-Layer Elasticity SolutionCorresponding to the Nonuniform Temperature Part of theProblem

Constant Layer #1 Layer #2 Layer #3

A11 —0.76282x10'3 -0.22l59x10'3 —0.77846xl0°3
A13 0.49224 -0.25669xl0'3 ~ 0.32923
A14 -0.86342xl0'9 -0.32700xl0'4 0.l8247x10°8
bl —0.49299x10'3 -0.49299x10'3 —0.49299x10'3

1

1
1
1
1
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that the maximum radial stress is 940 psi at the middle—outer layer
interface (6 = 0.75) at 6 = 1800. The maximum compressive radial
stress is -360 psi and occurs at the inner-middle layer
interface (6 = 0.25) at 6 = 1800. Although low in magnitude, the
tensile stress at the bottom of the tube (180°) between the outer
layer and the middle layers tends to separate them. The shear

stress cra, seen in Fig. 4.16, has a maximum value of 115 psi at the
middle—outer layer interface and a maximum value of -350 psi at the
inner-middle layer interface. Both these maxima occur at 6 = 900. By
examining the coefficients bl and b4 which apply to the tube as-a-
whole, it can be seen that the tube contracted axially and deformed to
be concave downward in the X-Z plane of Fig. 3.1.



Chapter 5

Derivation of the Approximate Solution

The elasticity solution for the three—layer tube provided
interesting insight into the response of composite tubes. However, as
mentioned in the introductory chapter, it was assumed that all elastic
and thermal expansion properties of the tube were independent of
temperature. with a temperature gradient of 400°F from the top to the
bottom of the tube, as was used in several numerical examples, the
assumption of temperature independence may not be as sound as other
assumptions. Questions can immediately be raised as to the effects on
the prediction of including temperature dependent properties. To
answer these questions, several approaches are possible. One approach
would be to turn to a standard finite element code, such as NASTRAN,

discretize the tube cross-section, include temperature—dependent
properties, and proceed to solve the problem using the code. However,
the effort and accuracy of such an approach might be somewhat out of
proportion to the accuracy of known elastic property data.
Temperature—dependent material properties, particularly three-
dimensional material properties, are not that well documented. There
simply are not that much data regarding the temperature—dependent ä
material properties of the nine elastic properties and the three I
thermal expansion coefficients. The approach here was to use a
simpler and less numerically intense approach, one more in proportion
to the accuracy of the known elastic property data. The approach was 1
based on the principle of complementary virtual work (PCVN). The T

l95 E
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approach used a Ritz approximation to the stress fields in conjunction
with the principle. A stress formulation, rather than a displacement
formulation, was chosen for reasons of efficiency. For example, if it

_ was important to assume that the stresses vary linearly with a
particular spatial coordinate, then a quadratic variation of the
displacements must be assumed using a displacement formulation, This
leads to having to solve a bigger algebraic problem than if a linear
stress variation had been used with a stress formulation, A Ritz
formulation, as opposed to a finite element formulation, was chosen
because the elasticity solution provided sufficient guidance to choose
the approximate functional form for the stress fields as a \Nh0T€.
Finally, the use of a complementary principle for layered composite
tubes is felt to be unique. The approach, in addition to providing
information on tube response, provides information on the potential
for using the principle of complementary virtual work in other
problems.

The temperature dependence of the material properties used here
is modeled as the compliance being a linear function of temperature.
Although the approximation method used here is a valid method to find
the approximate stress state in any elastic body under a general
loading, this chapter will consider only the case of a three-layer
tube subjected to a circumferential temperature gradient. T

T
Statement of the Principle of Complementary Virtual work T

The statement of PCVN is as follows:

~"Of all the possible stress fields aij that satisfy the equations

T
T
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of equilibrium and the boundary conditions where the stresses areprescribed; the correct stress field is distinguished by astationary value of the complementary energy."
·_ Using the complementary energy integral, this statement implies:

fv eij öoij dV E O (5.1)

where, aij are the total strains and V is the volume of all three
layers. _

1

In general the statement of the principle involves surface
integrals and other volume integrals with body forces. Since this is
a thermal stress problem there can be no tractions on the surface, so
the contribution from these integrals is zero. Likewise, the body
force effects are assumed to be zero. For the case of orthotropic
tube subjected to some form of thermal loading, this integral can be
expressed in cylindrical coordinates as:

Zn ro x+Ax
fo I I [(S1l°x + $12oG + Sl3°r + °xAT) 6°x +ri x

0. (5.2)

Here the stress-strain relation of eq. 3.3 has been used. The
integral on x from x to x + AX implies that interest is on a
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representative volume of the tube. This is in keeping with the
generalized plane deformation assumption used in the elasticity
solution. The results will be independent of which segment of
length AX interest focuses on.

Approximate solutions to a thermal stress state can be obtained
from eq. 5.2 by assuming that the stresses can be expressed in terms
of specific functional forms and unknown coefficients. This is
exactly as is done for displacement—based formulations, where it is
assumed that the functional form of the displacements are known and
these known forms are multiplied by a to-be-determined constants.
Explicitly integrating the volume integral results in Euler equations
in the form of linear algebraic equations which can be solved for the
unknown coefficients. It is important to note here that in order to
correctly form the Euler equations, each coefficient must be
independent.

Choosing the Approximate Stress Field
In order to evaluate the integral eq. 5.2, a functional form of a

stress field must be chosen. The nature of the stresses obtained from
the elasticity solution illustrated in Figs. 4.13-4.16 provides a
strong motivation for assuming a simple linear variation in coordinate
variable r for all components of stress within each layer. The
stresses from the elasticity solution also suggest that
ax, ae, and arx are even functions of 6 and that ar, arg, and axöareodd

functions of 6. In addition, the stresses and strains will
beassumedto be independent of the axial coordinate. This assumption

t
I
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fo11ows the same reasoning given in the derivation on the e1asticity
so1ution in Chapter 4. Thus, for a three—1ayer tube, the stresses for
each Iayer are assumed to be of the form:

cose

cose

cose

sine

am

gg) = (hgi) + IIIMI sine

The superscript denotes the Tayer number and aéi), aäi),

..., qii) are to—be-determined constants. The statement of PCVW
requires that these stresses satisfy the equations of equi1ibrium and
the traction boundary conditions. In addition, there are three
further conditions. The first condition is that ar, arg, and arx must Ibe continuous at the interfaces between 1ayers. The second and third IIconditions are that the axia1 stresses in the Iayers must be such that I

Ithe net axia1 force and net bending moment are zero, i.e.,

I
I

I_n__,_f__(_(____r_________________________._...._...................-...-.-------—¤
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Zir TO
f f ax rdrd6 = O ... zero net axiai force0 ri

ZTT V0
f f ¤Xr2 drd6 = O ... zero net bending moment (5.4)0 ri

There is acutaiiy one more integrai condition, nameiy,

21: rO 2f fr oxar drd6 = 0 ... zero net twisting moment0 i

but this is automaticaiiy satisfied since axe is an odd function
of 6. Substituting eqs. 5.3 into the equiiibrium equations, eq. 3.8,
gives the foiiowing reiations among the unknown coefficients:

(i)- (i) (i)- l. (i) (i)- (i) (i)- (i)fo ‘ ‘“0
· T1 ‘ ' 2 h1 · go ‘ bo · 91 ‘ b1

eéi) = SVV) = O

By eiiminating péi), pii), qéi), qäi), héi), hii), géi), and gäi), thestress fieid simpiifies to: V
I
I

cos6 V

I
I
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cosa

cosa

coso 3

aß;) = - (fg) + 2f§3)r) sine (5.6)

App1ying the integra1 conditions, eq. 5.4, give re1ations
for cél) and dgl) as,

@$33 @$3% 1 ¤$3% 1 ¤$3% 1 ¤$3%I
(1) - i (2) (3) (1) (2) (3)do - Y1 [do YZ + do Y3 + dl X1 + dl X2 + dl X3)

2 2r. - r.
where, Bi e —ljjj;——¥L

3 3
Yi ' 2 I

I
I4 4r. - r.xi = (5_7)
!
I
I
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The interfacial continuity condition and the condition of zero surface
traction at the inner and outer radii, respectiveTy, give the
reiationsz

aél) = @$2) + ¤I2)*z-aéz)
= ¤$3) + ¤I3)*3 · ¤I2)*3

ngl) = ngz) + ng2)r2 - ngl)r2

ngz) = ng3)

46.0)

agl) 0 ng3) 0
ngl) + ngl)rl = 0 ngg) + ng3)r4 =0I
(1) (1) - (3) (3) - Ifo + fl rl — 0 fo + fl r4 — 0 (5.9) :I

I

These are used to eTiminate the coefficients agl), agl), ag3), agg),
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hgl), dgl), tgl), tgl), fg3), and fgg) . watn tms the final fOT‘m df
the stresses is:

2 2 Q?) 2 (dgz)22 2 dgz)23 2 dgz)22 2 dgz)2311 ddsd
agl) 2 (agz) 2 agz)221 2 (ngz) 2 ngz)221 adsd
2;l> 2 (ggg? läéz) 2 2922 2 nge 2 29221 2222 1

2 (ngz) 2 12gz)1·2121nd
° ag;) 2 2 2gz)1»2) adsa

ag;) 2 (2;%% (ngz) 2 6gz)1—21 SÜTIS

2 agz) 2 agz)2 2 (dgz) 2

agz) 2 ag?) 2 zagz)2 2 (2bg2) 2 angz)1·1 adsa
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gg?) 4 gg?) 4 gg?)t 4 (bg?) 4 bg?)g) tggg
ggg) 4 (bg?) +ebg?)t]s1n0
ggg) 4 (tg?) 4 tg?)b)tggg
ggg) 4 4(fg?) 4 2fg2)r) sine

gg?) 4 tg?) 4 tg?)t 4 (gg?) 4 gg?)t) tggg
gg?) 4 (gg?) 4 gg?)t3) 4 (bg?) 4 bg?)t3)tggg

gg?) 4 (ggljigg) [gg?) 4 gg?)t3 4 (bg?) 4 bg?)t3) tggg}
ggg) 4 (bg?) 4 bg?)t3) sine
ggg) 4 (ggljigg) (tg?) 4 tg?)t3) tggg
ggg) 4 (tg?) 4 fg?)r3)sin0 (5.10)

There ggg ggg 14 tgggggggggt tggttattggtg tbgt determine tbg gttggg
gtgtg ag tbg tbtgg41gyg4 tube.

g
)
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Temperature Dependence of the Material Properties
The temperature dependence here is modeled as the compliance

being a linear function of temperature. That is, the compliance will
be written as

Sij(T) = S?j·— SIJ T . (5.11)

A linear variation with temperature was chosen because of its
simplicity and because it accurately represents the actual variation
of' the nmterial properties. Reference 1. presents experimental data
for the temperature dependence of mechanical and thermal expansion
properties for T300/5208 graphite epoxy. These data have been used to

I

fit linear equations for the compliances and the CTE's az in a least
squares sense. Figure 5.1 and 5.2 show examples of the least squares

I fit for the compliance S12 and the CTE az. It can be seen from theseI
figures that the linear variation fits the experimental data very

I
well. It is felt that the linear dependence is sufficiently accurate

I
to represent the actual variation of the material properties in the
PCVN solution. More comments on temperature—dependent material
properties will be made in a later chapter.

Recall that the assumed form of the circumferential temperature
distribution isI

I

AT(6) = TO + Tl cosa . (5.12)

I
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Figure 5.1 Experimental Data from Ref. 2 and Linear LeastSquaresFitfor the Compliance
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Substituting eq. 5.12 into eq. 5.11, the compliance can now be written
in the form to be used in the complementary energy integral, namely,

Sij = Aij + Bij cosa ,

A —s° s° i
| ,Bij ; Sij T1 . (5.13)

The quanities Aij, and Bij are simply constants. with this, the
inclusion of temperature dependence has been reduced to evaluating
several simple trigometric definite integrals. It is easy to see that
a more elaborate assumption in temperature dependence of the
compliances, i.e., varying parabolically with temperature, would lead
to slightly more complicated definite integrals.

Evaluating the Complementary Energy Integral
The integral eq. 5.1 is evaluated by first using the stress-

strain relation, eq. 3.3, to express the strains in terms of the
compliances and the stresses. These strains, along with the assumed
form for the stresses, the first variation of the stresses, and the
temperature-dependent form of the compliances are then substituted
into the integral. Integration is straight-forward, but somewhat
tedious, and leads to an equation of the form:

bgöiöcgzl

I

________
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(1) (2) (Z) -+ ... + F14 [cl , ..., b1 )6 b1 - 0 . (5.14)

Since the variation of each coefficient cäl), céz), ..., b12), is
independent and arbitrary, the only way eq. 5.14 can be zero is if
each term is zero seperately. This leads to 14 Euler equations forF
the 14 unknowns. The equations are in the form:

° (1) (2), •••, 0

(1) (2) -F2(c1 , ..., bl ] — 0

(1) (2) -F14{c1 , ..., b1 ] — 0. (5.15)

By setting F1 = F2 == ... = F14 = 0, these form a system of linear
equations which are easily solved for the
coefficients cäl), céz), ..., biz). when eqs. 5.15 are written out,
it is seen that two equations decouple to form a separate system that
determines féi) and F11). The right-hand—sides of these equations are
zero. Therefore, because the determinant of the coefficients will not
be zero, Féi) = F11) = 0. Moreover, since oil) and oig) are
completely determined by FS1) and f§1), this means that

orx = oX9 = O . (5.16)
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Determining the Functional Form of the Displacements
The displacements of the tube may be found from the stresses

predicted by the principle of complementary virtual work. This is
done by substituting the strains expressed in terms of the stress
coefficients into the strain-displacement relations and integrating
the resulting expressions. This procedure is discussed in detail
below. It should be noted that many difficulties were encountered in
this derivation. These difficulties made it impossible to accurately
predict displacements while using temperature-dependent material
properties. Because of this, no numerical results of dependent-
property displacements will be presented. However, the displacements
found for temperature—independent properties are seen to compare well
with the elasticity solution, though this is not the primary goal of
this chapter. Even though the results are of no value, the complete
derivation of the displacements for the case of temperature dependent
properties is given. This is done in order to have a record of the
method that was attempted and to illustrate the problems that lwere
encountered. Hopefully this will enable successful future work
towards the problem.

The strains can be expressed in terms of the compliances and the
stresses by using the stress-strain relations, eq. 3.6. Doing this,
the form of the strains is seen to be: I

I
I

I
I _ _
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(5.17)

where the quantities A(i), B(i), ..., Héi) are functions of the 1ayer
comp1iances and the coefficients in the assumed form of the stress for‘
that 1ayer. Appendix E expands on the definition of A(i), B(i), U

..., Héi). It 1s interesting to note that the strains vary
as cos 26 and sin 26 whi1e the 26 harmonic is not present in the
stresses. In the sense of the Iinear theory of e1asticity, this is
inconsistent.

By checking the compatabi1ity equations, eq. 3.10, it is found
that the forms of the strains above do not satisfy compatabi1ity
un1ess the fo11owing re1ations ho1d:

(1)- (1) - (1)- (1) -Al - A2 - B - B2 — 0

zom = rm 20m = Fm 1 = 12 22 2 9 9

(1) - (1) (1) - (1)E1 - -61 2E2 - -62

(1)- (1) (1) (1)- (1)D1 - Fl + Hl F2 - H2 (5.18)

Because these re1ations do not ho1d in genera1, any predictions
regarding disp1acements, for both temperature-independent and

,_____
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temperature—dependent properties, must be viewed with caution.
In order to fully evaluate all arbitary constants that arise from

integrating the strain-displacement equations, the strains are divided
into two parts and the displacements corresponding to each of these
parts is then found. The two parts of the strains are: 1) the terms
representing the strains caused by the spatially uniform temperature
change from cure, i.e., TO; 2) the terms representing strains from the
spatially nonuniform1 part, i.e., T1. Using ·this decomposition, the
strains can be rewritten for each layer in the form:

cü) = cgi) + cgi), (5.18)

where cgi) denote the uniform temperature strains
cii) denote the nonuniform temperature strains.

The corresponding displacements are written as:

i = 1,2,3

w(i) = wéi) + wäi) (5.19)

where uéi), véi), and wéi) denote displacements from the strains due
to the uniform temperature change and uäi), vii), and wäi) are from
the strains due to the nonuniform temperature change.

The displacements arising from the uniform temperature part of
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the problem will be examined first. The strains corresponding to this
part of the problem are:

Eil) = AU)

Egl) = CU) + DU),.

E9) = am + FUN 1 = 1,2,3 S

U) - U)- U)-Yra ” Yrx ' Yxa ' 0 (5°20)

The displacements resulting from these strains are only functions of
the variables r, and perhaps x. Also, the tangential displacements
are zero.

Since véi) = 0, the strain—displacement relation,

H lavgl) ugl)l - ....... .....E9 —
r +

Y,becomes

U)<1> - Lea — Y, . (5.22)

Substituting aéi) from eq. 5.20 into eq. 5.22 gives
l

03)) = C(i)r + 0(i)r2 (5.23)¤

1
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The displacement uéi) can also be found by integrating the strain-
displacement relations

(.) auéiy
l - ......er — ar . (5.24)

Integration of this equation gives,

* uél) = sm)- + Q F(i)r2 + Km, (5.25)

where K(i) is an aribtrary constant. Mathematically, K(i) could be an
arbitrary function of x. However, based on physical reasoning for the
case of uniform temperature, the radial displacement must be
independent of x.

At a particular value of r, eqs. 5.23 and 5.25 both give a
prediction for uéi). Physically the two predictions should be the
same. Setting these two equations equal to one another by

eliminating uéi) at an arbitrary r in the range ri 5 r 5 ri+l gives an
expression for K(i)

(5.26)

where.? is an arbitrary point within each the three layers.
Using eq. 5.20 and integrating the strain-displacement relation

- (I)ey) = Q}- (5.27)

I
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gives

nom = A(i)x + f(i)(r) (5.28) -

where f(i)(r) is an arbitrary function of r. By eq. 5.16 and the
constitutive relation, yrx = 0 everywhere. Since uéi) is not a
function of x, the strain-displacement relation

· (il (il4;) = + = ¤ <5·2¤>
implies that f(i)(r) = f ... a constant.

The displacements for the uniform temperature case can now be
written as:

uéi) = E(i)r + é
F(i) r2 + K(i) (radial displacement)

v(i) = 0 (tangential displacement)0

(axial displacement) (5.30)

Now considering the nonuniform temperature part of the
displacements; the strains corresponding to this part are:

1
ggg
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(5.31)

The displacements due to the nonuniform temperature will, in general,
be functions of all three coordinate variables, x, r, and 6. As was

~
argued in ch. 4, the radial and circumferential displacements must be
even functions of x while the axial displacement must be an odd
function of x. In addition the circumferential displacement must be
odd in 6 while the other two displacement components must be even
in 6. Integrating the strain-displacement relation

. (i)EIT) = (5.32)

using eq. 5.31 gives the radial displacement of the form
l

uä(5.33)

where f§)) is an arbitrary function of x and 6. Because of the I
evenness of ll with 6, and its evenness with x, it can be concluded I

I
that fl(x,6) must be an even function of 6 and an even function of x. I

Using eq. 5.31 and integrating the strain-displacement relation j

· (1) ‘
(1)- L.. 'EX - BX (5.34) I
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yields

+ f§i)(r,6) , (5.35)

where w is an even function of 6 and an odd function of x. Since the
shear—strain Yrx was shown to be zero, then substituting eqs. 5.33 and
5.35 into the following strain-displacement relation

(i) (i)
Q 5 36Yrx ar + BX ( ° )

gives the following partial differential equation

(i) (i). . . . af af
0. (5.37)

Since the term SSL- is not a function of x, the only way for eq. 5.37

to be satisfied is if

. . . af(i) .
(5.38)

af?) (1);;— (r.@) = - 0 (6) . (5-39)

where Q(i) is an arbitrary function of 6.
Integrating eq. 5.38 gives

I
I
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j (5.40)

g(i) being an arbitrary functioru of 0. However, fäi) must be even
with respect to the variable x. This is true only if

5 0(i)(0) = 0. (5.41)

Integrating eq. 5.39 with Q(i) = 0 gives

(5.42)

where p(i) is an even function of 0.

with this, the axial component of displacement becomes

+ (5.43)

The shear strain YXG is also zero everywhere. This is due to eq.
5.16b and the constitutive relation. Using this and eq. 5.43 in the
strain—displacement relation

(l) (l)
(X4
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and integrating gives

(T) (T). 2 A . A .v§1) = ä-

x aETT) (1)- ;·d9 + f3 (r,6) , (5.45)

f§i)(r,6) being an arbitrary function of r and 6, the function being
odd with 6. Noting that the tangentia1 disp1acement, v, is even with
x, the term invo1ving the first power of x must be zero. This means
that %%·is zero,. imp1ying that p(T) = a constant. This constant
provides the same information as the constant f(i) found previous1y.
These are combined into a sing1e constant: p(T). with this, the
equation for v becomes

(T) (T). 2 A . A . .v§1) =

ä-(5.46)

Since g(6) and f§1)(r,6) are even and odd functions of
6, respective1y, their functiona1 form is assumed to be

I. . (f§1)(T,9) = h(1)(r)sin6 (5.47)
(
I

Higher order terms of cosine and sine, i.e., COS29, sin26, etc. cou1d (
I
I
I
I

,,_ __(____(__g____(_______r_______________„____....................-——---—-——-———————-——#
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have been included here, but experience has shown that the
coefficients of these terms would have to be zero.

Substituting eqs. 5.47 into the strain-displacement relations:

1.1 134*) 4*)1 - ........ .....ge - r 36 + r , (5.48)

and rearranging, gives h(i)(r) to be

. . . . . (i) .

- (E11) + %
F§i)r)r

- (Eéi) +·% F$i)T]TCOS9 . (5.49)

Since h(i)(r) is a function of r only, the terms involving cosa must
be zero. For this to be true, for all r, the following relations must
hold:

Ii) Ii)-C2 — E2 - 0

Ii) L Ii)-02 — 2 F2 — 0

N) = 0 (6.60)

Note that the second of these three relations is necessary to enforce
compatibility (eq. 5.18). There is no physical basis for the other
two relations to be true.

This completes the solution for the displacements due to the
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nonuniform part of the temperature gradient. The tota1 form of the
disp1acements is now written as the sum the uniform and nonuniform

· temperature parts:

N) 1 (E(i)r 1 g MW; 1 K<‘>+(6(1>„» 1 g «¤(‘>r2)„„

. . . 2 .

ä-(i)(i). A . A . 2v(1) = [(—%—- + B§1)]sin6 + (—§—— + B$1)]2cos6sin6] ä-

+ [mf)? .1 Diwrz) - (E(‘>„~ +1 F§i)r2] - ¤<‘>}S1„6

Bgimcosa

(5.51)

Eva1uating the Constants
At this point of the derivation of the disp1acements there are

nine arbitary constants to be eva1uated. These are p(i), bü), and
k(i), i = 1,2,3. The conditions used to eva1uate these are:

(1) ¤(3)(¤„0„rO) = 0

w(3)(0,0,rO) = O

1
o, __ ___,,____,________________________.__...........................-..---------------4
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(2) u(3) = u(2) @ r = rz

um 6 um 6 6 6 61
w(3) = w(2) @ r = rz

w(2) =w(1) (,}.:}.1, ‘

(2) Km = (cm - Em) F F2 (5.52)

Conditions (1) supresses rigid body displacements. The point where
the tube is "tied down" is arbitrary and is chosen here as the point
at the top of the tube at x = 0 for convenience. Conditions (2) are
the conditions of continuity' of the radial and axial displacements
across layer interfaces. There are conditions similar to conditions
(1) and (2) for the tangential displacements. These are not used
because for (1) no new information is provided and for (2) there are
not sufficient degrees of freedom in the solution to satisfy the
condition. For condition (3), recall that this was a result from
finding the radial displacement for the uniform temperature part of
the strains.

Evaluating condition (1) of eq. 5.52 while using the
displacements given by eq. 5.51 gives the following relation for b(3)and K(3):

I
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M3) + M3) = - (M3) + M3) + M3)))—0 - L (M3) + M3)
+(5.53)

This is one equation only for two unknowns. Condition (3) of eq. 5.52
is then called on to provide additional information. This relation
gives that

K13) = (613) - s13)) F + (013) F2 (6.64)
_ _ (ro + r2]where r is the mean radius of layer 3, i.e., r =·————ä———— . This

definition is used because, while eq. 5.54 is valid
for r2 s r s = ro, there is no other basis for chosing a point to
evaluate k13). Therefore, the average radius in the layer is chosen
arbitrarily. with k13) defined as above, b13) can be written as:

M3) . - (M3) + M3) + E§3))r0 - g (M3) + M3) + M3)))~g - M3)
(5.55)

To find b12) and k12), the first part of condition (2) of eq.
5.52 is evaluated at r· = rz while equating powers for coso. This
gives

K(2) K(3)

(2) - (3) (2) L (3) (3) 2 (3)b - [E1 · El )r2 + 2(Fl - F1 )r2 + b

(M3) (5.56)
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respectively. Following the same·procedure to find b(l) and K(l) are
found from the second part of condition (2) of eq. 5.52 to be

(1) - (2) (1) 1 (2) (1) 2 (2)b — [El — El ]r1 + 2[Fl - Fl ]rl + b

(1) .1 (1) 2 - (2) .1 (2) 2(E2 rl + 2 F2 rl) — (E2 r + 2 F2 rl) (5.57)

In eqs. 5.56 and 5.57, the relations from the second power
of coso provides no information on determining constants. Instead,
these require a fixed relation between terms in the strains. Although
these relations are automatically satisfied for the case of
temperature-independent material properties, i.e. Eéi) = Féi) = O,
there is no physical reason for them to be satisfied for cases of
temperature dependent properties.

The constants p(i) can be shown to be all zero by using condition
(3) on the axial displacement of eq. 5.52 to show p(3) = O. Then,
from the axial continuity condition (2), p(2) and p(l) are also seen
to be zero.

with this, the approximate solution is now complete. The next
section defines the accuracy of the method by comparing it to problems

1with known solution or by other means. Such a step is necessary i
before the approximate solution can be used in the situation for which
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there are no known answers, i.e., the temperature dependent material
property case.

Comparison Between Elasticity and PCVw
It is logical to be concerned with the accuracy of the

approximate method, especially in light of the problems encountered in
the derivation of the displacements. The first question that really
should be answered is the accuracy of the method when applied to
situation where the exact elasticity solution is valid. This, of
course, implies that the material properties used in the problem are
independent of temperature. while this is no test of the ability to
predict the effects of temperature—dependent material properties, a
comparison with an elasticity solution provides a check on the ability
of the method to predict peak stresses and stress distributions. The
idea here is to establish the accuracy of the PCVw solution so that
when temperature-dependent properties are used, the results can be
viewed with confidence.

Two tube configurations will be used in the comparison. Both
have the same circumferential temperature gradient. The first tube
configuration is (90/06/90)t. This is a tube of interest for use in
space structures. It is designed mainly for axial stiffness, but the
inner and outer layers are needed to provide necessary circumferential
strength to keep the axial fibers together. The second tube has
alayupof (902/O)t. This tube is of no particularengineeringinterest,

but nicely illustrates the shortcomings of the approximatel

l
l
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method. Both tubes, along with the temperatures used, are depicted in
Fig. 5.3

In Figs. 5.4-5.7 thej stresses and displacements have been
computed at x = 1 in. and 6 = 300, as the radial coordinate varies
between the inner and outer walls on the tube. These spatial
coordinates were chosen this way in order to have all components of
the stresses and displacements nonzero. In these and all future
figures, the radial coordinate has been nondimensionalized according
to the definition

0 1

The variable p represents distance through the thickness of the tube

wall divided by the wall thickness. _

Comparison for g90[06jQQlt_Tubg
Figure 5.4 shows a comparison of the three normal stresses as a

function of the normalized radius. The axial stresses are seen to
have excellent agreement. Here the two solutions almost coincide.
The hoop stresses have good agreement in the middle 0° layer, but the
two solutions do not match in the inner and outer layers. Although
this mismatch is not serious here, it does show the problems PCVN has
in matching stresses in layers with circumferentially orientated
fibers. It is interesting to note that in these regions of mismatch,
the stresses predicted by PCVN and elasticity intersect at the average
value of the stress in the respective layer as predicted by the
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elasticity solution. The radial stresses predicted by the two
solutions agree very well. The only mismatch, which is small, occurs
in the middle layers. 3

Figure 5.5 shows the comparison of the displacements in the
(90/06/90)t tube. The agreement between the two axial displacements
is excellent. In fact, the two solutions nearly coincide for this
displacement component. The comparison for the tangentialÄ
displacements is not very good. Here the displacement only match in
an average sense, i.e., the intersection of the two displacement
predictions is at the average value for that layer. This is similar
to what was seen for the hoop stresses. Recall that for the PCVW
solution, the r dependence of this displacement component was
determined directly, rather than by integration, as the other two
displacement components were. The intergration process averages
errors and smooths, resulting in the PCVW predictions comparing well

. with the elasticity solution. Determining the displacement directly,
rather than by integration, results in it matching the elasticity
solution in only a average sense. Another problem with the tangential
displacement component is that continuity at the interfaces cannot be
enforced because the form of displacement field found by PCVw does not
have the necessary flexibility to do so. However, this is not. of
serious consequence since the tangential displacement is not of

primary importance. The comparison for the radial displacements shown
in Fig. 5.5 is very good. The error between the two solutions is less
than 5%.
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Figure 5.6 shows the comparison between the elasticity and PCVW

solutions for the (902/0) tube. The axial stress agrees almost
exactly with that determined by the elasticity solution. The hoop
stress has close agreement between the two solutions in the 0°
layer. The stresses in the two 90° layer do not match very well.
However, the stresses in these layers do match in an average sense.
The radial stresses also agree very well in the 0° layer, but for the
two 90° layers, it is seen that the stresses only agree point—wise at
each interface and that the linear form of the assumed stresses in not
adequate to model the actual stress within the layer. Further
refinement ·h1 the assumed stress field -—- either by increasing the
order of the radial variation or increasing the number of layers that
model the tube —- would result in improved accuracy in the solution.

The comparisons of the displacements in the (QÜZ/Ü)t tube are
shown in Fig. 5.7. For the axial displacement it is seen that the two
solutions agree nearly coincide. The tangential displacements only
match in an average sense as was the case for the (90/06/90)t tube
discussed previously. For the radial displacement it is seen that the
two solutions compare quite well. The error shown here is less than
1%. '

The comparison given above shows that the stresses from PCVN
using temperature-independent material properties agree very well with
those from the elasticity solution. The displacements from PCVW also
agree well with elasticity, except for the tangential component. The
good agreement occurred in spite of the inconsistencies seen in the
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derivation of the displacements, i.e., the 26 harmonics in the strains
and requirement from compatability that B = A1 = A2 = B2 = 0.
Although the latter condition is not enforced in any way, the
coefficients B and Al were seen to be very small (on the order of
10E-17) for temperature-independent properties. The other two
coefficients, A2 and B2, are automatically zero for temperature-
independent properties and therefore present no problems. However,
this was not the case when temperature-dependent properties were used
and this, perhaps, is part of the reason why inaccurate displacements
were seen for the temperature-dependent case.

Verification of PCVW

with the accuracy of the PCVW established within the context of
comparisons with exact elasticity solutions, attention turns to
accuracy in the context of temperature-dependent properties. In this
regard a comparison is made between the stresses obtained from PCVw
and classical lamination theory (CLT) for a thin-walled, orthotropic
tube. The stacking sequence of the tube was symmetric about the
geometric midwall point, i.e., about the mean radius of the tube, and
the tube mean radius-to—wall thickness ratio iuas greater than 100.
Therefore, CLT should accurately predict the components of
stress ax and ca. It was hypothesised that the stresses at some
circumferential position around the tube could be approximately
predicted by CLT if:

(1) The material properties used in CLT were the same as thematerial properties of the tube at that particularcircumferential position.
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(2) The change of temperature from the reference for CLT wasthe same as the change of temperature from the reference atthat particular circumferential location.

For example, the stresses are found with PCVN by letting the
compliance vary with temperature T as S11 = Säl + SilT. To find the
corresponding stresses at, say, 6 = 0 as predicted by CLT, Sll(T) is
evaluated at the temperature of the tube at 6 = 0 and that value of
S11 is used in CLT. The temperature change used in CLT is
then AT = (—TCure — T(6 = 0)). Note that in this case the stresses
found by CLT are valid only near the 6 = 0 region.

The procedure for verification is to let each material property
vary individually with temperature. The amount of variation of each
property will be 20% in l00°F. Figure 5.8 shows the type of variation
considered here. Note that there is no physical basis for this type
of variation. It is done here only to verify the solution
technique. with each individual material property variation,
predictions concerning the net effect of the variation of the material

— property on the stresses can be made a priori. The stresses obtained
by PCVW and CLT should be consistent with these predictions and with
each other.

The basis for the material properties used here are those of
T300/934 (listed in appendix D). The tube considered here has a I
(90/06/90)t layup, a 5.25 in. inner radius, and a wall thickness of I
0.040 in. The temperature at the top and bottom of the tube are l00°F ;
and 0°F' respectively. This is depicted in Fig. 5.9. A reference
stress state for both PCVN and CLT is defined as the stresses found by

I
I
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using temperature—independent properties. The basis for comparison
will be the stress at the point r = ro (the outer surface) and at r =
rz (the interface between the outer and middle layers for 6 = 0¤, 90°,
and l80°. The stresses found by PCVW and CLT as each material
property is varied are listed in tabular form as the percent change
from the corresponding reference stresses.

Before making these comparisons, the stresses obtained by PCVw
and CLT using temperature—independent material properties are compared
with the stresses from the exact elasticity solution. The reason for
doing this is to ensure that the reference state stresses from both
PCVN and CLT are accurate. Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 show the stresses
found by each method. Note that aa from the elasticity solution and
PCVN are equivalent to ay in CLT. Table 5.4 shows the deviation of
the PCVW and CLT stresses from elasticity solution. The maximum
deviation for PCVN is only 1.0%. For CLT the maximum deviation is
3.1%. This means that the two approximate unethods, PCVN and CLT,
compare quite well with the exact solution for this case of
temperature independence.

Returning now to the comparisons for temperature—dependent
properties; the results for letting S11 vary are shown in Table 5.5.
Since this compliance is increasing with increasing temperature, the
stiffness in the fiber direction is less at the top of the tube than
at the bottom. It is expected, then, that the stresses found by using
temperature-dependent properties would give lower stresses in the
upper portion of the tube than the stresses in the reference cases.
The table shows this to be somewhat true, but a more significant

I
I
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. Table 5.1 Reference Stresses From the Elasticity Solution

Stresses (ksi)
Circumferential Radial ax oa arLocation Location

0° ro 6.17 -16.0 0.
r2 -2.06 5.49 -0.153

90° ro 7.41 -19.1 0
rz -2.47 6.58 -0.183

180° ro 8.64 -22.3 0
I rz -2.87 7.68 -0.213

1
&__i____________________________________..............-----————-—--—————--———-····‘
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Table 5.2 Reference Stresses from the PCVW Solution

Stresses (ksi)
Circumferential Radial 6X 69 6LocationLocation0°

ro 6.17 -16.0 0
rz -2.07 5.44 -0.0152

90° ro 7.41 -19.2 0
rz -2.48 6.53 -0.0183

l80° PO 8.64 -22.4 O
rz -2.90 7.61 -0.0213
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Table 5.3 Reference Stresses from CLT

Stresses (ksi)
Circumferential RadialLocation Location 6 6 6X 9 Z

0° V0 6.17 -16.4 0
0

90° ro 7.40 -19.7 0
T2 -2.47 0

l80° VO 8.63 -23.0 0
V2 -2.88 ~ 0
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Table 5.4 Percent Deviation of PCVW and CLT From the ExactElasticity Solution

PCVW CLT
Circumferential Radial 6 6 6 6 6Location Location X 9 V X Y

rz 0.50 -0.91 -0.65 0 -0.36
90 ro 0 .52 0 -0.14 3.1

rz 0.40 -0.76 0 0 -0.15
180 ro 0 .45 0 -0.12 3.1

rz 1.0 -0.91 0 0.35 -2.6
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Table 5.5 Percent Deviation From Reference Cases for 20% Variation ofS11, as Predicted by PCVW and CLT

PCVN CLT
Circumferential Radial 6 6 6 6 6Location Location X 9 F X 9

0° ro -* -3.1 0 -3.1 -7.3
rz - -3.1 -2.6 -3.4 -7.1

90° ro - -1.0 0 -1.6 -3.6
rz - -1.4 -1.1 -1.6 -3.8

l80° ro ·· • 0 0 0
„ rz - - — 0 0

*signifies deviation of less than 1%
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finding is that the stresses in the tube predicted by both PCVW and
CLT appear to be relatively independent of the 20% variation of Sll.

Table 5.6 shows the effect of letting Sgg vary by 20%. This case
is similar to the case of letting Sll vary with temperature. Here the
matrix, rather than the fiber, is softer at the top of the tube than
at the bottom. It is expected then that the stresses found by using
temperature—dependent properties would give lower stresses in the
upper portion of the tube than the stresses in the reference cases.
This effect is indeed seen in the table for both solutions. It is
also seen that the response of the tube is more sensitive to the 20%
variation of Sgg than the variation of Sll.

Varying the compliance components S12, S13, Sgg, $44, and $55
makes very little difference in the stresses predicted by PCVw.
Because of this no tables are presented. 0f these compliances, only
Slg is used in CLT and the stresses appeared to be insensitive to its
20% change in value.

The thermal expansion coefficients were allowed to vary in the
same manner as the compliances. It should be noted that for CLT the
response of the tube is a function of the difference
between al and az. The value of each is not as important as the
relative difference. The stresses were seen to be insensitive to the
variation of the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) in the fiber
direction, al. This is because this coefficient is so small relative l
to az that changes in it does not affect the quantity az — al. Table

l5.7 shows the results of letting az vary. The table shows for
bothsolutionsthe stresses increase almost linearly with the increasingT
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Table 5.6 Percent Deviation From Reference Cases for 20% Variation ofS22, as Predicted by PCVW and CLT.

PCVW CLT
Circumferential Radial 6 6 6 6 6Location Location X 9 r X Y

0° ro -16 -14 0 -16 -14
rz -15 -14 -14 -16 -14

90° ro -6.5 -5.7 0 -8.5 -7.6
r2 -6.5 -5.8 -6.0 -8.5 -7.6

180° ro - - 0 0 0
rz - - - 0 0

*signifies deviation of less than 1%

I
II
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Table 5.7 Percent Deviation From Reference Cases for 20% Variation ofaz, as Predicted by PCVN and CLT

PCVW CLT
Circumferential Radial o o ¤ o oLocation Location X 9 V X Y

0° ro 20 21 0 20 20
r2 20 20 20 19 20

90° · ro 8.2 8.3 0 10 10
r2 8.5 8.3 8.2 10 10

180° ro -* — 0 0 0
Y°2 · · • O 0

*signifies deviation of less than 1%

I
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CTE. This is consistent with expectations. The basis for the
stresses is the solution of a set of linear equations, the right-hand-
side of which is <1irectly porportional to the value of the CTE‘s.
This means that if there is any effect of varying CTE's, the effect
must be linear. Varying the CTE transverse to the fibers in the
radial direction, a3, has no effect on the magnitude of the stresses
for PCVN. This is because through-the-thickness effects for thin-
walled tubes are unimportant. Note that the response predicted by CLT

I

is independent of a3.
The stresses found by the princple of complementary virtual work

with temperature—dependent material properties have been seen to agree
locally with those found by classical lamination theory. These
stresses also agree with physical reasoning as to the effect of the
variation of the material properties. Although this is not conclusive
proof of the accuracy or correctness of the PCVW solution, it does
however provide a basis for confidence in the results obtained by the
method.

lEl
E1
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Chapter 6
PARAMETRIC STUDIES WITH THE ELASTICITY SOLUTION

In this chapter three problems of engineering significance are
studied. The problems considered are: l) The stresses and
displacements of hybrid composite tubes and their single—material
counterparts; 2) The deformation of so—called zero CTE tubes; 3) The
stresses in an aluminum—wrapped tube for different average
temperatures. The problems are studied here in the context of
temperature—independent material properties. Important conclusions
regarding the response of the tubes can be reached, even with this
limitation. However, in the following chapter, the problems are
reexamined in the context of temperature-dependent material
properties. Each of these problems are discussed below.

1) Stresses and Displacements of Hybrid Composite Tubes
In the experimental portion of this work, two tubes had different

types of fibers in the middle axial layers than in the inner and outer
layers. In these two tubes, the inner and outer layers had T300
fibers orientated circumferentially. The middle layers were made of
P75S fibers orientated axially. Either 934 resin or CE339 resin was
used throughout any particular tube. These tubes were designated as
the T300—P75S/934 or T300-P75S/CE339 tubes.

These material properties are given in Appendix D. The hybrid
tubes were made in a attempt to reduce the stresses and displacements
induced by temprature gradients over the case of a tube made of a

248
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single material. In this section it will be determined if the hybrid
tubes have the advantage of lower stress and displacements over their
·single—material counterparts, i.e., tubes made either of all T300/934,
all P75S/934, or all P75S/CE339 material systems. In addition, it
will be determined which tube, hybrid or single—material, displays the
best stress and displacement characteristics.

All of the tubes considered here had a (90/06/90)t construction
and had an inner radius of 0.250 in. and a wall thickness of 0.040
in. Note that these are thick-walled tubes. The tubes are subjected
to a circumferential temperature gradient resulting From the
temperature at the top of the tube being 200°F and a temperature of
—200°F at the bottom. This is the temperature gradient that has been
used for all previous examples. The stress-free temperatures for the
tubes using 934 and CE339 resins are 350° and 250°, respectively.

The first step of the comparison will be to see if hybrid tubes
have reduced stresses and displacements compared to their single
material counterparts. Tables 6.1 and 6.2 permit this comparison by
giving the maximum stress in the inner and outer layers and the six
middle layers for the six tubes considered here. For all cases, the
maximum stress occurs at 6 = 180. The tables also give the maximum
value of the three displacement components for all tubes. The maximum
axial, tangential, and radial displacements occur
at 6 = 0, 6 = 90, and 6 = 180, respectively. The displacements are
computed at axial location x = 12 in. This location was chosen simply
because the tubes in Ch. 2 were 24 in. long.

l
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The comparison for the tubes using the 934 resin is given in „
Table 6.1. Comparing the T300—P75S/934 hybrid tube and the P75S/934

·. tube, the hybrid tube has larger axial stresses, but smaller hoop and
radial stresses than the single—material tube. In particular, the

_ middle—layer hoop stress in the hybrid tube is reduced about one—third
from the corresponding single-material value. This stress in the
middle-layer is important in both tubes in that it acts perpendicular
to the fiber direction and can contribute to matrix cracking. The
table also shows that the maximum displacements in the hybrid tube are
11% to 28% less than those in the P75S/934 tube. Comparing the hybrid

_ and T300/934 tubes, the single-material tube has slightly lower axial
stresses than the hybrid tube, but the hoop stresses in the hybrid
tube are significantly lower. The radial stresses are also lower in
the hybrid tube. The most important difference between these two
tubes is that the displacements for the T300/934 are 2.5 times greater
than those for the hybrid tube. with this, it is easily concluded
that the T300—P75S/934 hybrid tube is superior in its stress and
displacement characteristics compared to the two single—material
counterparts.

A similar comparison between the T300—P75S/CE339, P75S/CE339, and
T300/CE339 tubes is made in Table 6.2. The comparison which can be
made from this table is similar to the comparison made between the
three tubes using the 934 resin, although here the differences between
the values of the stresses are not as large. The magnitudes of the
axial stresses for the hybrid tube are nearly the same as those in the
other two tubes, but again it is seen that the hoop stresses are
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Tab1e 6.1 Maximum Stresses and Displacements in (90/06/90)Tubes Using 934 Resin (Ttop = 200 F, Tbot = -200 F)

Maximum Stress (Ksi)'
inner/outer MaximumTube Type Tayer midd1e Tayers disp1acement (in.)

T300—P75S/934 ox: 15 -5.0 w: 0.001866: -35 6.3 v: -0.01406r: 0.57 0.57 u: 0.0140 6P75S/934 dx: 7.1 -2.5 W: 0.0020oe: -58 20 V: -0.01606r: 0.90 0.90 u: 0.0180
T300/934 cx: 14 -4.7 w: 0.004566: -56 13 v: 0.0350or: 0.94 0.94 U: 0.0340

A___6_‘__FE______________________________..............-----—-————-——————-——-————————‘
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Table 6.2 Maximum Stresses and Displacement in (90/06/90)Tubes Using CE339 Resin (Ttgp = 200 F, Tbot = -200 F)

Maximum Stress (Ksi)
Inner/outer MaximumTube Type layer middle layers displacement (in.)

T300-P75S/CE399 dx: 7.5 -2.7 w: 0.002366: -28 5.1 v: -0.0220or: 0.45 0.45 u: 0.0180 6P75S/CE339 cx: 5.7 -2.1 v: -0.0230dr: -45 14.7 v: -0.0230ar: 0.73 .73 u: 0.0230
T300/CE339 dx: 8.8 -2.9 w: -0.0024ca: -44 8.4 v: 0.0190ar: 0.73 0.73 u: 0.0240

I____ss
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smallest for the hybrid tube. while the stress characteristics for
this hybrid may be slightly better, the displacements for this tube

· are about the same as the P75S/CE339 tube and larger than the
T300/CE339 tube. Therefore, it cannot be said the hybrid tube in this
case has the best stress-displacement characteristics. In fact, the
T300/CE339 may be the best of the tubes using CE339 resin in the sense
that its displacements are the lowest and that the stresses are not
that much greater than the other two tubes. A

If a best tube was chosen, best being defined in terms of the
smallest stresses and displacements for a given temperature gradient,
it would be the T300—P75S/934 hybrid tube. This tube clearly has the
smallest displacements of the six tubes considered and it has
relatively low stresses. Another advantage of the T300—P75S/934 tube
is that its stress-free or cure temperature is l0O°F higher than the
tubes using the CE339 resin. This means that the tube can withstand
higher operating tempratures than the CE339 tubes.

2) Deformation of Zero CTE Tubes
So—called zero CTE tubes are made by constructing unidirectional

tubes with materials that have a very high modulus and low coefficient
of thermal expansion in the fiber direction. with the proper volume
fraction, a zero axial coefficient of thermal expansion can be
achieved. while these tubes may exhibit zero axial growth for a
uniform temperature change from the cure or stress-free temperature,
it is interesting to determine if this would be the case for a tube
subjected to za circumferential temperature gradient. The analysis

l
l
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presented here can be used to investigate this issue. Certainly the
axial expansion might be expected to be zero. However, any bowing of

·( the tube due to the circumferential temperature gradient would result
in a change of the axial dimension of the tube. (This can only be
determined by considering nonlinear goemetric effects.)

Figures 6.1-6.4 show the radial and tangential displacements for
a (O8)t T300/934 tube for two conditions. In Figs. 6.1 and 6.2 the
material properties for T300/934 are used. In Figs. 6.3 and 6.4 the
value of al for T300/934 has been set arbitrarily to zero. The
displacements for these two cases are plotted as functions of the
axial and circumferential coordinates for a fixed value of r, namely r
= 0.29, the outer radius. A 24 in. long tube was chosen for use here
because the experiments reported on earlier used tubes of this
length. Only half the lentgh of the tube is shown since the
displacements are symmetric about the longnitudinal centerline of the
tube.

In Figs. 6.1 and 6.2 it is seen that radial and tangential
components of displacement vary parabolically with the axial
coordinate. This is due to a nonzero value of bl in eq. 4.61. This
bowing of the tube means that there is a net axial dimensional
change. It is interesting to note that at x = 12, for example, the
radial deformation at the top of the tube (6 = 0) is different in
magnitude than the radial deformation of the bottom of the
tube (6 = 180). This means the cross-section of the tube does not
stay circular.

l
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Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show that for a tube with al = O, both
components of displacement are constant with respect to the axial

· coordinate. This means that there is no bowing of the tube and,
consequently, there is no axial dimensional change of the tube.
Therefore, these tubes are dimensionally stable in the axial
direction, even in the presence of a circumferential temperature
gradient. However, the cross—section of the tube does not stay
circular. F

3) Stresses and Displacements in Aluminum wrapped Tubes
One method of reducing the severity of the circumferential

temperature gradient encountered by cmmposite tubes in a space-like
environment is to wrap them with aluminum foil. In the experimental
part_of the study the thermal characteristics of foil wrapped tubes
were investigated. It was found the foil increases the heat
conduction of the tube, thereby reducing the circumferential variation
of the temperature gradient. However, a possible drawback of the use
of foil wrapped tubes in a space environment is that the average
temperature of the tube will be closer to ambient temperature than it
will for aa bare graphite-epoxy tube in the same environment. This
means that ‘h1 a space environment where the ambient temperature is
—200°F, there will be a greater average temperature drop from the cure
or stress-free temperature for the aluminum wrapped tube than the bare
graphite-epoxy tube. The magnitude of the stresses and displacements
in this case depends on which component of the spatial temperature
gradient, the spatially uniform, or average, temperature or the
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portion that varies with cos6, has the strongest effect on the
response of the tube.

· In this section, the stresses and displacements of aluminum
wrapped tubes will be examined for three cases of average
temperatures. The different top/bottom temperatures (°F) considered
here will be 200/-200, 0/-200, and -100/-200. For these cases, the
average temperature changes from the stress-free temperature of 350°F
are -350°F, -450°F, and -500°F, respectively. The temperature
gradients are 200°F, 100°F, and 50°F, respectively. The tube
construction for these cases will be a unidirectional (fibers running
axially) tube with a 0.250 in. inner radius and a I0.020 in. wall
thickness. The inner and outer surfaces of the tube are covered with
0.002 in. aluminum foil.

Table 6.3 gives the maximum stress in the inner and outer foil
layers and the nüddle axial layers for the three different average
temperatures as found by the elasticity solution. The maximum stress
for all cases occurs at 6 = 180. The maximum axial, tangential, and
radial displacements occur at 6 = 0, 6 = 90, and 6 = 80 respec-
tively. Recall that the average temperature change from the stress-
free or cure temperature was given in eq. 4.4 as the coefficient TO,
where

To T.„„.
The temperature gradient is also given as
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Table 6.3 Maximum Stresses and Displacements in Unidirectional (08)tAluminum Nrapped Tubes for Three Cases of TO and Tl

Temp. (°F) Maximum Stress (Ksi) MaximumTO T1 Inner & Outer Layers Middle Layer Displacement (in.)

-350 200 6X: 68 -7.6 w: -0.0322
69: -9.0 1.1 v: -0.0315
6r: 0.20 0.62 u: -0.0041

-450 100 6X: 67 -7.5 w: -0.0161
69: -7.7 0.88 v: 0.0143
6r: -0.32 0.52 u: -0.0040

-500 50 6x: 67 -7.5 w: -0.0081
692 -7.0 0.79 V: 0.0058
6r: -0.37 0.48 u: 0.0040

1__ __y____y__y_____Ü_______________________....................----—-——-——-——-——-———————-—-—‘
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The table shows that the effect of the increased average temperature
change from the stress-free temperature, in conjunction with a
decreased temperature gradient, is to decrease the stresses and
displacements. This means that there is no penalty in the terms of
increased stresses and displacements for using the inner and outer
wrappings of aluminum foil to reduce the severity of the
circumferential temperature gradient. This also implies that a
temperature gradient has the stronger effect on the response of the
tube than the tube being at a significant, but spatially uniform,
temperature change from cure.

Conclusions
The parameter studies in this section have shown that:

1) The T300-P753/934 hybrid composite tube has the best combination

i
of low stresses and displacements for a given temperature
gradient.

2) A composite tube with al = 0, subjected to a circumferential
temperature gradient, exhibits no dimensional change in the axial
direction.

3) No penalty in terms of increased stresses and displacements is
predicted for aluminum wrapped tubes for the case of a decreased
temperature gradient associated with an increased average
temperature change from the stress free temperature.

4_ 4_ ___ ,g___ry_____,,___________„_____.....................----—-—-———-———————————#



Chapter 7

THE EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE-DEPENDENT MATERIAL PROPERTIES
ON THE PREDICTED STRESSES

The aim of this chapter is to investigate the effects of
including temperature-dependent properties on the predicted stresses
in tubes. The principle of complementary virtual work (PCVW) solution
that was developed in Ch. 5 will be used. In the first section the
sensitivity of the predictions of the PCVW solution to a temperature
variation of material properties will be examined. Then, two of the
three engineering problems discussed in Ch. 6 using temperature-
indpendent material properties will be reexamined, this time using
temperature-dependent properties.

Sensitivity Study

The first step in assessing the effects of including temperature-
dependent material properties on the predicted stresses will be to
observe the effect of letting each material property vary individually
with temperature. This is done in a manner similar to the method used
in Ch. 5 for the verification of the PCVW solution. However, here a
more realistic temperature gradient and a thick-walled tube will be
used. Fig. 5.1 shows the type of material property variation being
used here. The material properties are assumed to vary 20% from the
baseline value over a ‘temperature range of l0O°F. This amount of
variation was chosen somewhat arbitrarily, although it is felt that
this variation represents a reasonable amount any real material

l26l *
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property might vary with temperature. The baseline values for the
material properties will be those of T300/934 found in Appendix D.

A (90/06/90)t tube with a 0.250 in. inner radius and 0.290 in.
outer radius will be used in this study. This tube has a mean radius
to thickness ratio of about 7 and therefore is considered to be thick-
walled. The temperatures used are 200°F at the top of the tube,
-200°F at the bottom, and 350°F as the stress-free temperature.

‘ The results of this study* will be presented in figures which
compare the stresses predicted by the reference case of baseline
temperature-independent material properties with those predicted by
the temperature—dependent property case. The stresses that will be
reported are the three normal stress: cx, ae, and ar. These stresses
will be compared at 6 = O as the radial coordinate varies between the
inner and outer radii of the tube. The stress arg is quite small
compared to the other components and will not be discussed.

Figure 7.1 compares the stresses found for the case of letting
only S11 vary with temperature from those of the reference case. For
the axial stress, there is no real difference between the stresses
found using dependent properties and those found using independent
properties. For the hoop stresses, the dependent property stress is
8% less in the inner layer and 8% greater in the middle layer when
compared to the independent case. There is no difference between the I

two cases in the outer layer. For the radial stresses, there is Ä

little difference between the two solutions. The only difference seen
is that the dependent stress is 4% greater than the independent stress Ä
at the inner—middle layer interface. I

I
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Figure 7.2 shows the comparison between the stresses found by the
two solutions for the case of varying the compliance S22. For the
axial stress, the dependent property stresses are 20% smaller in the
inner, middle, and outer layers than the independent property
stresses. The dependent property hoop stress is 4% and 19% smaller in
the inner and outer layers, respectively, and 20% less in the middle

‘ layer than the independent case. For the radial stresses, the
dependent property stress agrees with thei independent case at the
inner-middle layer interface, but there is aa 22% difference at the
middle-outer layer interface. Here the dependent stress is smaller
than the independent stress.

Figure 7.3 shows the comparison between the stresses when varying

S12. This figure shows that the only stress affected by temperature-
dependent properties is cx. For this stress component, the dependent
stresses are 3%, 7%, and 4% greater than the independent case in the
inner, middle, and outer layers respectively.

The results of varying the compliance S23 are shown in Fig.
7.4. For the axial stress, the two solutions coincide. For the hoop
stress, the dependent stress is 13% greater in the inner layer and 6%
smaller in the outer layer than the independent case. There is no
difference between the two cases in the middle layer. For the radial
stresses, at the inner-middle layer interface the dependent stress is
20% greater than the independent stress. At the middle—outer layer
interface, the dependent stress is. 6% smaller ·than the independent
stress.

l
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Variation of the remaining components of the compliance matrix
with temperature, namely, S13, S33, $44, and S55, does not cause the
stresses to change relative to the temperature—independent case.
Because of this, figures are not presented for these cases.

. The coefficents of thermal expansion were also varied in the same
manner as the compliances. Variation of the thermal expansion
coefficient al did not change the magnitude of the stresses in the
tube compared to the case of assuming a temperature independent value
of al. Varying az does cause the stress to change relative to the
reference case. Figure 7.5 shows this comparison. Here, the

. dependent property axial stress increases by 29% and 25% in the inner
and outer layers, respectively and by 20% in the middle layers,

compared to the independent property* case. The dependent property

hoop stress also increases compared to its independent property
counterpart. Here the increase is 21% in the inner layer, 30% in the
middle layers, and 23% in the outer layers. For the radial stress it

is seen that the dependent property stress increases at both layer

interfaces compared to the independent case. The increase is 20% at
the inner-middle layer interface and 24% at the xniddle-outer layer

interface.

Figure 7.6 shows the comparison of the three stress components
for varying a3. The axial stress shows no difference between
thedependentand independent cases. For the loop stress, there is some
change of the dependent stress in the inner and outer layers compared 1

to the independent stress. In the inner layer the dependent

stressdecreases17% and in the outer layer it increases 6%. The two
‘
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solutions for this stress coincide in the uniddle layers. For the
radial stresses, the dependent proeprty stress decreases by 17% at the
inner-middle layer interface and increases 7% at the middle—outer
layer interface as compared to the independent property stress.

An important conclusion from this sensitivity study is that the
stresses are independent of the temperature variation of the
compliances S13, S33, $44, and S55 and of the thermal expansion
coefficient al. This is important because the actual variation of
these quantities is difficult to obtain experimentally and could not
be found in the literature. Because the temperature variation of
these quantities do not effect the value of stress in the tube, they
do not need to be known. The baseline values of these properties can
be used instead. The material properties that cause the greatest
effects in the stresses are S22 and az. Variation of the properties

S11, S12, S23, and a3 have a smaller effect on the stresses.

Parametric Studies with PCVN

In this section two of the three engineering problems considered
in Ch. 6 are reexamined while using temperature-dependent material
properties. As was discussed at the beginning of Ch. 5, temperature-
dependent material properties are not. well documented. Because of
this, the dependent material properties used here for T300/934,
T300/CE339, P75S/934, and P75S/CE339 are based on the temperature

dependence of T300/5208 graphite-epoxy given in ref. 2. Doing this
assumes that the material properties for all of these graphite-epoxy

l
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composites vary the same amount with temperature. The properties used
for these materials are listed in appendix 0.

1) Stresses in Hybrid Composite Tubes
In Ch. 6 several hybrid tubes were examined ·h1 the context of

finding which tube had the lowest stresses and displacements for- a
given temperature gradient. It was found that the T300-P75S/934 was
the best tube in this sense. However, this conclusion was based on
results found using temperature—independent material properties. In
this section the two hybrid tubes and their four single—material
counterparts are reexamined using temperature-dependent material
properties. Here, only the three normal stresses will be considered,
rather than both stresses and displacements as was done in Ch. 6.
Although it is interesting to find which tube has the lowest stresses,

, I
it is perhaps more interesting to consider how the stresses predicted
in each tube are affected by the inclusion temperature-dependent

i
properties. The results of doing this will be reported in figures
which compare the three normal stresses predicted by the reference
case of baseline temperature-independent material properties with
those predicted by the temperature-dependent case at the
points 6 =

00 and 6 = 1800. These two points represent the smallest
and largest temperature change of the tube for the cure temperature,
respectively. In these figures the stresses are given for dependent
properties with PCVw and independent properties with both PCVW
andelasticity.The elasticity solution is included to provide a checkl
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for the PCVN solution. The temperatures used in the figures are 200°F
at the top of the tube and -200°F at the bottom.

Figure 7.7 shows the stresses of the T300-P75S/934 tube
at 6 = 0. For the axial stresses, the dependent property stresses in
the inner and outer layers are. 33% greater than those for the
independent properties. In the middle layer, the value of dependent
axial stress is 30% greater than the independent case. For the hoop
stresses, the dependent stress in the inner layer is 40% less than the
independent stress. In the outer layer the dependent stress is 32%
greater than the independent property stress. In the middle layer,
the dependent property stress is 43% higher than the independent
stress. For the radial stresses, the dependent stress is 50% less at
the inner-middle layer interface and 35% greater at the middle-outer
layer interface. The comparison between the dependent and independent

I stresses for this tube at 6 = 1800 is given in Fig. 7.8. Thek
comparison at this angular location shows that the general effect of
the dependent properties on the prediction of the stresses is the
opposite as seen at 6 =

00.
Here the dependent stresses generally

·decrease in each layer as compared to the independent case. For the
axial stresses, the dependent property stresses decrease 70% in the
inner, middle, and outer layers. The dependent property hoop stresses
decrease compared to the independent case by 50%, 70%, and 73% in the
inner, middle, and outer layers, respectively. For the radial
stresses, the dependent stresses decrease 60% and 72% at the inner-
middle layer and middle-outer layer interfaces, respectively. It can
be seen from both figures discussed above that the PCVN solution for

_,g__g__g__g__(____________________________...................-----—-————————————-—————-—‘
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independent properties and the elasticity solution compare very
well. The fact that these solutions compare so well lends credibilityto the PCVN solution. ·

Comparisons between the stresses found for dependent and
independent material properties for the remaining five tubes are given
in Figs. 7.9-7.18. Figures 7.13 and 7.14 show that the effect of
including temperature-dependent properties on the stresses of the
T300-P75S/CE339 hybrid tube is very similar to that for the T300-
P75S/934 hybrid tube. The other figures show that including
temperature dependence of the material properties in the solution
causes the stresses at the top of the tube 6 =

00
to increase by 0%-

64% for the 934 resin tubes and by 0%-93% for the CE339 resin. An
exception to this is for the T300/CE339 tube where the stresses
decrease in the inner layer. At the bottom of the tube 6 = 180O the

I temperature dependence decreases and stresses by 65%-77% for both
resin systems. It is not surprising to find, since the variation in
material properties is the same in all tubes, that the change in the
stresses due to the change in material properties is similar for eachtube. ·

The reason the dependent property stresses generally increase at
I

the top of the tube and decrease at the bottom compared to those using
independent properties is that 62 and 63 increase with increasing
temperature. The increase with temperature of 62 and 63 is
significantly greater than associated decrease in stiffness of the
tube with increasing temperature. Accordingly, the effect of the
temperature-dependent properties on the response of the tube will be
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dominated by the change in the az and 63. This means that, at the top
of the tube where the temperature is greater than room temperature,
the thermal loading has increased -- resulting in higher stresses. ·
Similarly, at the cold bottom of the tube the thermal loading is
reduced and, consequently, so are the stresses. An interesting
consequence on this is that value of the stresses at the top and
bottom of the tube are very similar. In the case of temperature-
independent properties it was seen that there was a large difference
between the stress values at these two locations. The fact that the
stresses are similar for temperature-dependent properties
at 6 =

00
and 6 = 1800 means that the circumferential temperature

gradient no longer has a large effect on the local value of the
stresses.

It is difficult to choose a best tube in the sense of lowest
stresses, as was done in Ch. 6. The stresses in the tubes found while
including temperature-dependent properties are all small, especially
in the layer where tensile stresses could cause matrix cracking. It
was seen, though, that all CE339 resin tubes had lower stresses than
those with 934 resin. However, the differences between the stresses
in these tubes were not large. It must be said then, that no tube
displayed a distinct advantage, in the sense of low stresses, over the
other tubes.

2) Stresses in Aluminum wrapped Tubes
In this section the stresses of aluminum wrapped tubes is

reexamined using temperature-dependent properties. Recall from Ch. 6
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that interest was in determining if the increased average temperature
change from the cure temperature due to the increased conductivity of
the aluminum foil would increase the stresses in the tube. The same ·
tube dimensions and temperatures will be used here as were used in Ch.
6, but the material proeprties T300/934 graphite-epoxy will vary with
temperature. It is expected that the properties of the aluminum foil
used to wrap the tube also vary with temperature. However, it was
found [7] that in the temperature range considered here the variation
of the modulus of aluminum is negligible. The CTE of aluminum does
change significantly [8] and this variation will be used in the
analysis. This material property is listed in appendix D.

Figure 7.19 shows the three normal stress components at the
location 6 =

00
for the case where the tube temperature is 200°F at

the top and —200°F at the bottom. These stresses are typical of the
form seen for the tube at the other temperatures. For the axial
stress, the effect of the temperature-dependent properties is to
increase the stresses, as compared to the temperature—independent
case, in the inner and outer layers. In the middle layer the stresses
are the same. For the hoop stresses, the dependent stress is slightly
larger than the independent stress. For the radial stresses the
effect of dependent properties is not only to increase the value of
the stress, but also to cause the dependent property stresses to be of
opposite sign compared to the independent stresses at the middle—outer
layer interface.

Table 7.l gives the maximum stress in the inner and outer foil
layers and in the middle axial layer for the three different average

_ _
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Table 7.1 Maximum Stresses in Unidirectional Aluminum wrapped Tubesfor Three Cases of TO and T1 Using Temperature OependentProperties

Stress Stress, Ksi
TTOP/TBOT (°F) Component 6 Inner Layer Middle Layer Outer Layer

200/-200 ox 0 l9 V -2.3 19oO 0 -5.3 0.8 -5.7
cx 180 57 -6.8 58oO 180 24 -3.4 28

0/-200 cx 0 41 -4.6 41oO 0 1.8 -0.2 1.2
ox 180 57 -6.7 5809 180 24 -3.4 28

-100/-200 ox 0 50 -5.6 50| 69 0 11 -1.4 12
dx 180 57 -6.7 58 „06 180 24 -3.3 28
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temperatures but using temperature—dependent material properties.
Recall that this is the same procedure as followed in Ch. 6. This
table shows that the effect of the increased average temperature
change from cure, in conjunction with a decreased temperature
gradient, is very small. In fact, the stresses at 6 = 180O are nearly
identical in the middle composite layer for all three cases. In
addition, these stresses are compressive. This means that matrix
cracking in these layers is not a concern and that the stresses are
relatively independent of both the average temperature and temperature
gradient.

Conclusions

This chapter has shown that the stresses in tubes are insensitive
to temperature variation of the compliances S13, S33, $44, and S55 and

l the CTE al. For the hybrid tubes and their single—material
counterparts, the amount of change in the stresses. for dependent
properties compared to independent properties is similar from tube to
tube. For the aluminum wrapped tubes, it was found that the stresses
are relatively independent of the average temperature and temperature
gradient.

I
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Chapter 8

COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL RESULTS

In this chapter the experimentally measured displacements
reported in Ch. 2 are compared with the analytical predictions oF the
elasticity solution. This will be done For three types of tubes,
namely, the T300/934, T300—P75S/934, and T300-P75S/CE399 tubes. These
three tubes were chosen out of the six tubes used in the experiments
because their material properties are well known. Comparisons will be
made For the Four transient tests and the single steady state test
performed on these tubes, For a particular data scan. As was
mentioned in Ch. 2, the tubes used in the experiments contained a
number of material and constructional anomalies. A typical material
anomaly is shown in Fig. 8.1 as resin rich areas in the middle layers
of the T300—P75C/934 tube. The Fiber volume Fraction oF these layers
was Found [1] to be O.44, which is considered to be low. A typical
constructional anomaly, shown in Fig. 8.2, is a inner-outer layer
termination defect. This is where the inner or outer layers overlap
and then terminate in the middle layer region. This irregular
termination causes a resin rich area in the nnddle layer. It was
these anomalies that were suspected as the cause of inconsistent
bending behavior of the tubes seen in the experiments. Because of the
inconsistent behavior, analytical predictions of the displacements are
somewhat meaningless. However, it is still of interest to examine the
tube in the context of understanding which oF the displacements
measured For a particular tube represents the response consistent with
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theory. Moreover, for some tubes it was difficult to determine which
was the correct direction (i.e. concave up or concave down) of
displacement since both directions were seen. with the elasticity
solution it is simple to predict the correct direction.

Tables 8.1, 8.2, and 8.3 show the comparison between the measured
and predicted displacements for the T300/934, and T300—P75S/924, and
T300—P75S/CE339 tubes, respectively, for the four transient tests and
the one steady state test. The comparisons are made at data scan #14
for the transient test. This scan was chosen because it occurs 40
seconds after power to the quartz heater is turned off. Therefore, it
is expected that some of the effects of the transient heating
condition are reduced during this period of cooling and this is
expected to have a favorable effect on the comparisons. For the
steady state test, the comparison is made at scan #11. This scan was ·
used because it represents the time at which the tube has been at a
constant temperature long enough for any transient thermal effects to
have dissipated. The tubes used in the comparisons are of (90/06/90)t
construction and have a 0.250 in. inner radius and 0.290 in. outer
radius. The tables also list the coefficients A and B from the least
squares fit of the circumferential temperature gradient. These were
used as in the elasticity solution to compute the predicted
displacements. For· displacements listed hw the tables, a positive
value represents a concave down shape, i.e., upward displacement of
the tube. A negative value of the displacements represents a concave
up shape or downward tube displacement.
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Table 8.1 gives the comparison of the displacements for T300/934
tube. Here it is seen that there is excellent agreement for the ‘

transient test at the l80° orientation. There is good agreement for
the 0° transient test and for the steady state test. However, the

I agreement for the remaining two transient tests is poor. Although, ·
the displacements predicted for this tube do agree in sign with the
measured displacements.

The comparison for the T300—P75S/934 tube is given in Table
8.2. For this tube the displacements do not compare well. The best
agreement between the displacements for this tube is about the same as

, the worse agreement seen for the T300/934 tube. In fact, for the ~
transient and steady state tests at the 270° orientation, the measured
and predicted displacements disagree in sign.

The displacements for the T300-P75S/CE339 tube are compared in
Table 8.3. Here there is good agreement only for the 90° orientation
transient test. For the other tests, however, the agreement is
poor. For the 270° transient and steady state tests the measured
displacement is very small and close to the accuracy limit of the
DCDT's. It is difficult to say why the tube in this orientation did
not show much response to the temperature gradient. However, it is
suspected that there may have been displacement in a direction‘
perpendicular to the measured direction.

The above comparisons have shown that the displacements of the
tubes are difficult to predict accurately. For the displacements that
did compare favorably, it is difficult to tell if the agreement
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Tab1e 8.1 Comparison of Measured and Predicted Oispiacementsfor T300/934 Tube

Tube Test A B Oisplacements (in.)Orientation Type Scan # (°F) (°F) Measured Predicted % Discrepancy

0° T(l) 14 113 -48 -0.0098 -0.0085 -13
90° T 14 126 -49 -0.0016 -0.0087 -44

180° T 14 124 -47 -0.0084 -0.0083 -1.2
270° T 14 116 -44 -0.0128 -0.0078 -3.9
180° SS(2) 11 163 -32 -0.0051 -0.0058 13

(1) Denotes transient test
(2) Denotes steady state test

_
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Table 8.2 Comparison of Measured and Predicted Oisplacementsfor T300-P75S/934 Tube

Tube Test A B Oisplacements (in.)Orientation Type Scan # (°F) (°F) Measured Predicted % Discrepancy

0° T11) 14 149 -46 0.0008 0.0032 300
90° T 14 138 -39 0.0050 0.0029 -42

180° T 14 139 -42 0.0006 0.0029 383
270° T 14 130 -40 -0.0028 0.0027 --13)
270° $$12) 11 176 -28 -0.0038 0.0019 --

(1) Denotes transient test
(2) Denotes steady test

(3) Discrepancy not computed

1

p_______________________________________........-----———-——-———————————————‘
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Table 8.3 Comparison of Measured and Predicted
Oisplacements for T300-P75S/CE339 Tube

Tube Test A B Oisplacement (in.)Orientation Type Scan # (°F) (°F) Measured Predicted % Oiscrepancy

0° im 14 140 -46 0.0026 0.0052 37
90° T 14 129 -40 0.0043 0.0044 4.8

180° T 14 136 -42 0.0013 0.0046 260
270° T 14 123 -40 0.0002 0.0044 --(3)C
270 SS(2) 11 176 -26 -0.0002 0.0002 ___

(1) Denotes transient test
(2) Denotes steady state test
(3) Oiscrepancy not computed

_ _ _
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occurred because the tube responded in a manner consistent with theory
or if the agreement was mereiy a coincidence.



Chapter 9

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

General Overview
The goal of this study was to understand the response of

composite tubes subject to a circumferential temperature gradient.
The motivation behind the study was the anticipated use of tubular
elements made of composite materials in large space structures where
the tubes are exposed to the heat of the sun (200°F) on one side and
the cryogenic temperatures (—200°F) of space on the other. This type
of thermal loading will cause a tube to become oblate, to change
length axially, and to bow along its length. Each of these modes of
dimension distortion must be understood in order to build thermally
stable structures. In addition, there could be significant stresses
due to the circumferential temperature gradient, perhaps causing
delamination, cracking, and peel—off of protective coatings and
films. Because the temperature gradient spans such a wide range of
temperatures, it may be important to include the temperature
dependence of the material properties in analytical predictions of the
stresses and displacements.

The specific objectives of this study were:
(1) To measure the circumferential temperature distribution of a tube

subjected ‘u¤ a space·like environment. Also, to determine the
functional form of this distribution to use as an input to
analytic solutions.

301
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»(2) To measure the deflections of tubes subjected to a
circumferential temperature gradient and to determine the
functional form of these deflections. ·

(3) To investigate the effect of the aluminum foil wrapping on the
temperature gradient and deflections of the tubes.

i(4) To develop an elasticity solution to compute the deflections andl
stresses in layered composite tubes subjected to a
circumferential temperature gradient.

(5) To investigate the effects of temperature dependence of material
properties on the computed deflections and stresses in layered
tubes.

Conclusions

Experimental Investigation
g„(l) The functional form of the temperature distribution of the

tubes, T(6), can accurately represented as a two—term cosine
series: T(6) = A + Bcoso. This is the form of the temperature
gradient that will be used in the analytical solutions.

«(2) The displacements on the tubes due to the circumferential
temperature gradient are parabolic with the axial coordinate.

(3) Due to material and constructional anomalies, the direction _of
the displacements is difficult to predict. Better construction
of the tubes is required before dimensionally stable structures
can be made using tubes such as these.

_
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Elasticity Solution
(I) An elasticity solution for the stresses and displacements in

composite tubes subjected to a circumferential temperature
gradient was developed. In this solution it was found that the
often-used assumption of plane selections remaining plane holds
true here. The axial expansion and curvature of the tube can be
characterized by two coefficients, namely bl and b4 respectively.

(2) For tubes of engineering interest, namely, small diameter
(90/06/90)t tubes, relatively high tensile stresses can occur in
layers were matrix cracking can occur.

(3) The elasticity solution for the stresses provided motivation for
using a linear variation with the radial coordinate for the
stresses in the approximate solution.

(4) In parametric studies conducted with the elasticity solution it
was found that a (90/06/90)t tube with a combination of
materials, namely T300/934 in the inner and outer layers and
P75S/934 in the middle layer, had lower stresses and
displacements than in single material counterparts. Also, a tube
designed so that al = 0, exhibits no axial dimensional change
while subjected to a circumferential temperature gradient.
Finally, while considering aluminum wrapped tubes subjected to a
decreasing temperature gradient and an increasing average
temperature change from the cure temperature, it was shown that
the gradient dominates the response of the tube.
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Approximate Solution
(1) An approximate solution was developed to predict the

stresses and displacements in composite tubes subjected to a
circumferential temperature gradient. Here, the principle

e of complementary virual work (PCVW) in conjunction with a
Ritz approximation to the stress field was used. This
method was seen to be efficient and accurate. Comparisons/
between elasticity solution and PCVN show the two solutionsf
closely agree for the case of temperature-independent/
properties. However, for temperature-dependent properties,
PCVN has difficulties in accurately predicting
displacements.

Effects of Including Temperature—0ependent Material
Properties on the Stresses

(1) The inclusion of temperature dependent material properties on the
prediction of the stresses tends to reduce the disparity between
the values of the stress at the top and bottom of the tube. This
means that the response of the tube is less dependent on the
circumferential dependent part of the temperature gradient than
in the case of temperature independent properties.

(2) It. was shown in parametric studies similar· to those performed
with the elasticity solution that the advantage of hybrid
composite tubes over single material counterparts is minimal.

__ ___pp___pp____p________________________.__.................-..------—-———————-—-——-—-——-J
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Recommendations for Future Research
It is hoped that the results of the present study will encourage

furture work towards understanding the response of composite subjected
to an outer—space environment. The following recommendations with
regard to future research can be made:
(1) Conduct experiments to determine temperature variation of the

material properties of graphite epoxy material systems.
(2) Determine a solution to accurately predict displacements in tube

while including temperature dependent material properties.
(3) Conduct parametric studies to determine optimal tube designs to

reduce high stresses in the inner and outer layers.
(4) Extend the present analysis to include off—axis fiber

orientations.
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Appendix A
THERMOCOUPLE TEMPERATURE VS. ELAPSED TIME OF TEST

The following Figures are the thermocouple temperatures From the
experimental portion of this study (Ch. 2). In these Figures, the
temperatures measured at the top and bottom of the tube are plotted as
a Function of elapsed time of test. Figure 2.23 provides a key to the
symbols used on these plots to denote the various thermocouple
locations. Refer to Ch. 2 For discussion of the interpretation oF
these data.

I
I
I
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Appendix B

DETAILS DF THE STRESS-STRAIN RELATION

Figure B.1 shows a segment of a cylindrical lamina and the
principal material 1-2-3 and the cylindrical x-6-r coordinate
systems. In the 1-2-3 system:

61 - 61AT S11 S12 S13 D D 01 61
62 · 62AT S12 S22 S23 0 0 0 62
63 - 63AT S13 S23 S32 0 0 O 63

Y23 0 Ü Ü $44 9 Ü U23

YI3 D 0 0 0 S55 O 613

i12 D D D D D $66 612

(B.1)

where ”

1 °12 °13S = — ; S : ; S : -
——-11 E1 12 E1 13 E1

1 °23 1S : ; S = .. i ; S : —22 E2 23 E2 33 E3

- l . - 1 . - 1..$44 ‘ 62; · $66 ‘ 61; · $66 ‘ 612 ‘ (B‘2)
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The inverse of this relation is

cl Cll
Clzl

C13 O 0 O el—¤lAT
oz - C12 C22 C23 0 O O 62-a2AT
o3 C13 C23 C33 O 0 0 e3—¤3AT
o23 0 O O C44 O 0 723
ol3 O 0 0 0 C55 0 Yl3

dlz O 0 O O 0 C66 Ylz
(B.3)

In the x—6—r system, eq. B.1 transforms into

ex - aXAT ax

69 · a6AT 69

er - aral ar
= [Ü]

Yar °6r

Yxr °xr
Yxa ° °x6AT °x6

and eq. B.3 transforms into
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sx 66 — 6XAT

66 66 — 66AT

¤6 66
[Ü]

GST Ysr

°xr Yxr

UXGIn

the above

$11 6 m4Sll 6 nznz(2$l2 6 $66) 6 n"$22
·§l2 6 .§2l 6 (m" 6 n")$l2 6 m2n2(Sll 6 $22 6 $66)
§l3 ‘ §3l ’ ("zsza ’“ '“2S1a)
§l6 6 mn [m2(2Sll 6 2$l2 6 $66) + nz (2$l2 6 2s22 6 $66)}
$22 6 n4Sl1 6 mznz(2$l2 6 $66) + m4S22

~—
6 mn [mz (2sl2 6 2522 + $66) + nz (2511 6 2$l2 6 $66)}

gas ‘ Saa
gas ‘ gs: ‘ z“‘" (S13 ° S23)

I
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— _ 2 Z$44 ‘ m $44 + " $66
$46 =(§54 ’ m" ($66 ° $44) C
— _ Z Z$66 ‘ " $44 * m $66
- _ Z 2 2 Z Z566 — 4M n (511 - 2512 + S22) + 566 (m - n )

m = c0S¢ n = Sina .

Also

ax = mzol + F12 az; de = nzal + mzoz, ar = ac

car = O = cxxr; axo = 2m¤(al - az) , ·

and

— _ 4 Z Z 4C11 - m C11 + 2m n (C12 + 2C66) + n C22
— _ Z 2 4 4C12 ‘ " m (C11 * C22 ‘ 4C66) * (" * m )C12
— _ Z ZC12 ‘ m C12 * " C22
— _ Z ZC16 — mn[m (C11 - C12 - ZC66) + n (C12 · C22 + 2666)}
— _ 4 2 Z 4C22 — n C11 + Zn m (C12 + 2C66) + m C22
—

= 2 ZC22 " C12 * m C22
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Eéö = mn[n2(C1l - 612 - 2C66) + m2(Cl2 - 622 + 2C66)]
Ess ’ css l
Ü36 ’ mn(Cl3 ‘ Czs)
EÄ4 ’ mzcaa + "zcss

C66 ° m"(Cs6 ‘ C44)

Ess ‘ "ZC44 * mzcss
= • + + — •
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Appendix C
' OERIVATION OF THE FUNCTIONAL FORM OF OISPLACEMENTS FOR A

THERMALLY LOADEO TUBE ·

_In the following appendix, the general Functional fornu of the
displacements for a thermally loaded cylindrically anisotropic tube in
a state of generalized plane deformation is found. The goal here is
to explicity represent the x dependence of the displacement field and
the rigid body displacement forms. The derivation closely follows
that of Lehknitskii [4], but with the inclusion of thermal expansion
terms in the strain Field. It will be shown here that the addition of
these thermal expansion terms does not alter the general form of the
displacements.

For a state of generalized plane deformation, the stress field,
and therefore also the strain field, are independent of the axial
coordinate, x. That is, I

ox = ox(Y‘,9); oa = o9(Y',9); or = or(T',G)

°r6 = ¤T9(T,9); °xr = °xr(r’9); °x6 = °x6(r’9)

cx = eX(r°,9); ca = e9{?°,9);erv9„

= v9„(r.@); Yxr = vX„(r„@): YXS = YX6(r„@) (@-1)
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For a cyiindricaily orthotropic body, the stress-strain reiation can
be written as

Ex ° ex §ll §l2 ‘§l3 ·§l4 4§l5
·§l6 °x

E6 ' E6 gez géz §é4 §e5 gzö °6

Er ” er §33 §34 §35 ·§36 °r

Yar EÄ4 EÄS §Ä6 °r6

Yxr gas gas °x»·
Symmetric

gxa §66 GX9

(C-2)

where

ex =¤XATea

= ¤9AT

er = ¤rAT

gxo = °x6^T

_
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Introducing the notation:

D = D(r,6) = ex = äglax + §l2¤6 + ... + ex (C.3)

and using the strain-disp1acement re1ation

Ex = ä , (6.4)

the axia1 disp1acement, w, can be expressed as

w = I sx dx + N0(r,6) (C.5)

where w0(r,a) is an aribitary function. It shou1d be noted that D is
not a function of x and so eq. C.5 direct1y yie1ds

w = xD + w0(r,6) (C.6)

Using another strain-disp1acement re1ation, name1y,

_ av 1 awux wzirx (CJ)
the tangentia1 dispa1cement, v, can be exressed as

v = I d>< + V0(r„@) - (C-8)
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Here VO is a second arbitrary function. Equation C.8 can be
integrated to give

awV = VVBX - g x2 éä + VO(r,0) (6.9)
Continuing in a similar manner, from

VN = ä + ä (6.10)
the radial displacement, u, can be written as

awu = f [yrx - x gg - Egg] dx + UO(r,0) , (C.ll)

UO being a third arbitrary function. Upon integration,

aw0 (6.12)
A general form for the displacements can be written by

introducing new functions U(r,0), V(r,0), and w(r,0) which represent
the components of the displacements resulting from elastic
deformation. 'The rigid body displacements can be included and are
represented by the constants ul, 02, ug, 00, vo, and wo. Using these,
a general form for the displacements is:

UO = U(r,0) + uocosa + vOsin0 (C.l3a)
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V0 = V(r,6) — u0sin6 + VOCOSB + ogr (C,13b)

wo = w(r,6) + olrsin6 — wzrcoso + wo (C.l2c)

Combining eqs. C.l3 with Eqs. C.6, C.9, and C.12 yields

aw
U = U(y‘,9) + Xyrx -

x2 g — X FQ- + UOCOSB +VOSTTIG2

awv u0sin6 + VOCOSB + u3r (C.l4b)

w = w(r,6) + xD + ulrsina — ozrcose + wo (C.l4c)

Before the derivation can proceed further, the functions wo and D
must be represented in terms of the compliance and arbitrary
constants. In order to do this, a number of auxiliary expressions
must first be found. This is done next.

Using the strain-displacement relation

.. Eer —
ar , (C.l5)

and using, eq. C.l4a, the expression for the radial component of
displacement, u,

a 2 2 azw
E = X .II§ _ Ä..ä.9 _ X ...9 . A9 (C 16)r ar 2 3rZ ar2 ar

Since the strains are functions of r and 6 only, the terms involving

__11___1___1______________________________.........................--------—-—--—----——-——-‘
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powers of x in C.16 are set to zero independently, i.e.,

0ar 3rZ
aw

and

22 1 a D·><(·—·l=02 arz
2or, 2-% = 0 (C.l8)ar

Proceeding in a similar manner with the strain-displacement
relation .

-1ä u 1Yr6 ' r 88 + ar ' r (C'l9)

and setting the powers of x to zero independently yields:

aw aw aw6 D 6 1 D 1 0 _xl *66 im ·?l * im im · rw) ·1m ma?) · ° <°·2°¤>
2 62 D

X)Similarily, from

E =lü+9- (c 21)6 r 36 r '
_ _
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equating powers of x to zero gives .

aw awX] gg (vgx ä] = 0 (C-22d)

2 60 1 620 _x ] EF + F--? - D . (C.22b)ae

Returning to eq. C.l8b, since D is not a function of x, integrating
gives

D = rA(6) + B(6) . (C.23)

Using this in eq. C.2Db gives

2 2a D _ 6 1 _ O . (C.24)

This impiies that B(6) = -b4 ... a constant.
Appiying eq. C.22a, nameiy

· 2aD + 1 a D 0— ———= , (C.25)g ar r 892

gives

D = - (blrcose + bzrsino - b4) (C.26)

Rearranging the definition of D, eq. C.3, gives
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6X = — :;— [B12 69 + ÜI3 6r + ... + ex — D) . (C.27)
11 _

Substituting eq. C.26 into Eq. C.27 gives

6X = — :;- (§l266 + ... + ex + blrcosa + bzrsine · ba] . (C.27)S11
By integrating eqs. C.17, C.20a, and C.22a, the following

relations are 66666:

aw _
E? ” B25°6 + B35°r + B45°r6 + B55°xr

S15+ 6566XG -·§—— (ex + blrcose + bzrsine — ba) (C.29)11

Ä-Ä! — 6 + 6 + 6 + 6 6 + 6 6.r ae ' 26°6 36°r 46°r6 56 rx 66 XB

§16 .— :5- (ex + blrcosa + bzrsina — ba) — b3r (C.30)Sll
where,

€ E .
(6.21)TJ TJ g11

Using eq. C.28, the shear strains Yra and YTX can be expressed
as:

_ _
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Yox ‘ “26°6 * B36°r * B46°r0 * B56°xr * “66°x6

S16 .- - ;;—·(ex + blrcose + bzrsine — b4) (C.32)S 11

Yrx = B25°6 + B35°r + B45°r6 + B55°xr + B56°x6
S15 .- ge- (ex + blrcosa + bzrsina - b4] (C.33)S 11

Upon inspection, it can be seen that the right hand sides of eqs. C.28
and C.33 are the same, therefore, eq. C.28 can be expressed as,

aw _
3; - Yrx . (C.34a)

Similarly, part of eq. C.30 can be expressed as the right hand side of
eq. C.32 so that eq. C.30 can be written as

U
1 aw _D3? — YGX . (C.35D)

At this time the displacements u, v, and w can be written.
Recall from eq. C.14c,

w = w(r,6) + xD + olrsino — ozrcose + wo . (C.36)

Using eq. C.26, the final form for the axial displacement is written
as:



I
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w = w(r,6) — x(blrcos6 + bzrsina — b4)

+ ulrsino — uzrcosa + wo . · (C.37)

From eq. C.14a

x2 an °“0
u = U(r,6) + xY;x -·;— 3; - x 3;- + uocosa + vosina (C.38a)

using eqs. C.l3c, C.27, C.29, and C.33 gives the final form for the
radial displacement as

_ l 2 .u — U(r,6) +-3 x (blcose + bzsina)

— xulsina + xuzcosa + uocosa + vosine (C.37)

finally, from eq. (A.14b)

2 aw- LQ LQV ' + XV6x ° 2r ae ' r aa

- uosina + vocosa + u3r (C.40b)

and using eqs. C.l3c, C.26, C.29, and C.32 the final fornl of the
tangential displacement is seen to be
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1 2 .v = V(r·,a) - ä x (blsma - bzcose) + xb3r·

— x(«„1cos6 + wzsina) — uosine + VOCOSG + «„3r



Appendix 0

MATERIAL PROPERTIES

The following appendix tabulates the material properties used in
the present study. Tables will be given for both the temperature-
independent baseline room-temperature properties and the temperature-
dependent properties. The baseline properties are taken from ref.
1. However, the moduli E3 and G13 were not listed in this
reference. If the material was assumed to transversely isotropic then
these properties are not needed. However, the elasticity solution
presented in this study is valid for orthotropic materials only.
Therefore these two moduli were calculated by multiplying E2 and G12,
respectively, by 1.1. Doing this assumes that the extensional modulus
is 10% stiffer through-the-thickness than in the transverse direction
and the shear modulus is 10% greater in the 1-3 plane than the 1-2
plane. This assumption is felt to be reasonable.

As was discussed in Ch. 7, the temperature dependent properties
used here have been calculated using the same variation with
temperature as reported in ref. 2 for T300/5208. The temperature
variations of only the compliances S11, S12, S22, S55 and the
CTE az are given in this reference. The compliances S23, S33, $44,
and $66 and the CTE a3 are not discussed. Here it will be assumed
that S13, S33, and a3 vary like S12, S22, and az, respectively. For
the remaining compliances and CTE, no temperature variaton will be
assumed, instead the baseline properties are used.

340
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In this appendix the temperature independent properties will be
listed first in Tables 0.1-0.5. Then, the general form for
determining the temperature dependence of graphite-epoxy materials
based on T300/5208 data will be given in Table 0.6. Finally, Tables
0.7-0.10 list the temperature—dependent properties calculated from the
T300/5208 basis of the four graphite-epoxy materials used in the study
are tabulated.
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Table 0.1 Room Temperature Properties for T300/934 Graphite-Epoxy

Moduli (Msi):

El ==E2

==E3
=

=Poisson'sRatios:

v23 = 0.49

CTE's:
ol = -0.043 x l0'6 in./in./°F

oz = a3 = 18.7 x 10·6 in./in./°F

Cure temperature: 350°F
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Tabie 0.2 Room Temperature Properties for T300/CE339 Graphite Epoxy

Modu1i (Msi):

E1 = 20.3 G12 = 0.60
E2 ==E3

=

=Poisson'sRatios:

vlz = v13 = 0.29
v23 = 0.49

CTE's:
al = -0.12 x 10'6 in./in./°F

oz = o3 = 18.7 x 10_6 in./in./°F

Cure temperature: 250°F

M
I

M

M

M
M
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Tab1e D.3 Room Temperature Properties for P75S/934 Graphite-Epoxy

Moduli (Msi):

El = 48.7 G12 = 0.72
E2 = 0.86

I
613 = 0.79

E3 =

=Poisson‘sRatios:
V12 = vla = .55
v23 = 0.49 -

CTE‘s:
al = -0.57 x

10”6
in./in./°F

az = a3 = 14.2 x 10°6 in./in./°F

Cure temperature: 350°F

_
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Table 0.4 Room Temperature Properties for P75S/CE339 Graphite Epoxy

Moduli (Msi):

El = 45.0 G12 = 0.53
E2 ==E3

=

=Poisson'sRatios:
plz = pl3 = 0.37
p23 = 0.49

CTE's:
al = ·0.62 x l0°6 in./in./°F
cz = o3 = 14.2 x l0°6 in./in./°F

Cure temperature: 250°F
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1

Table 0.5 Material Properties for Aluminum

Moduli (Msi):

G=3•85
E3 = 10.05*

Poisson's Ratio: u = 0.3

CTE: ¤ = 13 x l0'6 in./in./°F

Temperature dependent CTE: a(T) = 12.1 x l0'6 - 1.32 x 10'8T

*Modulus altered in order to obtain orthotropic stiffness matrix.
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Table D.6 General Form of Temperature—Dependence of Graphite-EpoxyProperties Based on T300/5208 _

S1l(T) = säio) (0.997 + 4.60 X l0”5T)

S12(t) = s{;°)(1.12 - 1.76 X 10*31)
Sl3(T) = s{;°)(1.12 - 1.76 X 10*31)

S22(t) = S§;0)(0.975 + 3.34 X 10*41)
S33(T) = S§§O)(0.975 + 3.34 X 10*41)
S55(T) = Sé;0)(O.961 + 5.57 X 10*41)

·· 62(1) = ¤$70)(Ü•8ÜÖ + 2.78 X 10*31)
63(1) = ¤$70)(0.806 + 2.78 X 10*31)

where, Si§70) and ¤§70) are properties measured at 70°F
Note: T is in degrees Fahrenheit

l
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Table D.7 Calculated Temperature—Dependent Properties for T300/934
I

Graphite·Epoxy _
Compliance (psi'l):

Sll(T) = 4.66 x 10°8 + 2.16 x l0°l2T

sum = -1.58 X 10°8 + 2.48 X 10-llT
sum = -1.66 X 10”8 + 2.48 X 10°llT
S22(T) = 6.77 x

10_7
+ 2.32 x 10-10T

s33(T) = 7.39 X 10'7 + 2.53 X 10°l0T
S55(T) = 1.41 x

10”6
+ 8.19 x 10-lOT

CTE:
a2(T) = 1.51 x

l0”5
+ 5.20 x 1O”8T in./in./°FI

a3(T) = 1.51 x 10'5 + 5.20 x 10'8T in./in./°F

Note: T is in degrees Fahrenheit

_
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349TableD.8 Calculated Temperature—Dependent Properties for T300/CE339Graphite-Epoxy .

Compliance (psi°l):

sum = 4.92 X 10-8 + 2.27 X 10-12T
S12(T) = -1.60 x 10-8 + 2.52 x 10-11T

sum = -1.60 X 10-8 + 2.52 X 10-HT
S22(T) = 1.12 x 10-6 + 3.84 x 10-10T

S33(T) = 1.01 X 10-6 + 3.47 X 10-lOT
sssm = 1.46 X 10-6 + 8.47 X 10-10T

CTE:

¤ (T) = 1.51 x 10-5 + 5.20 x 10-BT in./in./°F2
¤3(T) = 1.51 x 10-5 - 5.20 x 10-8T in./in./°F

Note: T is in degrees Fahrenheit
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Table 0.9 Calculated Temperature—0ependent Properties forP75S/934 Graphite-Epoxy .

Compliance (psi'l): .
Sll(T) = 2.04 X 10”8 + 9.43 X 10'l3T
sl2(i) = -1.13 X 10°8 + 2.33 X 10'llT
Sl3(T) = -1.13 X 10°8 + 2.33 X 10”l1T
S22(T) = 1.13 x

10”6
+ 3.88 x 10”l0T

S33(T) = 1.03 x
10”6

+ 3.48 x l0°l0T
S55(T) = 1.22 x

10”6
+ 7.07 x 10°l0T _

CTE:
¤2(T) = 1.14 x 10°5 + 3.95 x l0”8T in./in./°F
¤3(T) = 1.14 x 10°5 + 3.95 x l0'8T in./in./°F

Note: T is in degrees Fahrenheit

I

I
II
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Table 0.10 Calculated Temperat0re—0ependent Properties for P75S/CE339Graphite-Epoxy

Compliance (psi‘l):

S11(T) = 2.17 X 10-8 + 1.00 X 10-12T
Sl2(T) = -9.03 X 10-9 + 1.42 X 10-Ill
Sl3(T) = -9.03 X 10-9 + 1.42 X 10-llT
S22(T) = 1.16 x 10-6 + 3.97 x 10-10T

S33(T) = 1.06 X 10-6 + 3.64 X 10-10T
S55(T) = 1.65 X 10-6 + 9.58 X 10-10T

CTE:
a2(T) = 1.14 X 10-5 + 3.95 X 10-8T in./in./°F
¤ (T) = 1.14 x 10-5 + 3.95 x 10-8T in./in./°F3

Note: T is in degrees Fahrenheit

I
_
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Appendix E

FULL FORM OF STRAINS FROM THE PCVN SOLUTION

The strains feund in the PCVN so1ution were seen to be:

EQ) = AU) BQMCOSZQ
69

= E(A) + F())r + (E()) + F())r)cose + (E()) + F())r]cos2er 1 1 2 2

sine

X,E§)=X§Q)=¤ 1=1„2,3 .
where the coefficients A()), B()), Aäi), ..., Héi) are defined as
fo11ows.

Layer #1

‘A(l) 2 2 2 2^U’ “'é%L(°1l) wcé ’ ßwé )¤2·«¤§ ’ X2+¤1 > A31
(1) (1) (Z) (2) (1)‘ (A12 * A12 )(U0 * U1 *2) 11* UX 10

352
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Y‘? Y Yi? Yi? Y <YYi? Y Yi?) )Yi? Y Yi? YZ) Y?)
gA<1)Cm ’ iCil) Y1 * Céz) C2 * CSB) C2 " Ciz) *2 * Ci3) *2)

- (Aix;) Y Yi?) Yi? Y Yi? YZ) {Y} Yi?YZ

Dil) Z Ai;) cil) Z (Zig;) + Ag?} faéz) Z Zii) Z2) gäy

_A<1>Yi? Y ä? iYi? Yi Y Yi? YZ Y Yi? Cs Y Yi? YZ Y Yi? YZ)
Y ¤Yi? Y Yi?) <Yi? Y Yi? YZ) Yi?YZ

Yi? Y Yi? Yi? Y <YYi? Y Yi?) <Yi? Y Yi? YZ) Y?)

Yi? Y idil) Yi Y Yi? YZ Y Yi? YZ Y Yi? YZ Y Yi? YZ)
äl <Yi? YZ Y Yi? YZ Y Yi? YZ Y Yi? YZ Y Yi? YZ)
Y <YYi? Y Yi?) <Yä Y bi YZ) N
- (Bi;) Y Yi?) ¤Yi Y ai YZ) Y?)
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Tl + Vgl) Tl

AS) = AS) CS) A AS) CS)

(agz) + agz) rz] (ä]

(1) 'Ag) (1) . (2) (3) (2) (3)C1 *2)
81))) 1 2 2 2 2

*2) (ä)

+ ugl) Tl + Vgl) Tl

AS) = AS) CS) A CS) CS)
*2) (ä)
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(1)Eil) (dil) (1 - diz) 12 · dil) n · diz) 12 - dil)
n)(1)(1) (2) (3) C(2) (3)ß1C1)l°CO B2°C0 B3“’ 1 )2”Cl *3)

”“ l))2) (Z) ä'

- (ng;) + ng?) (ngz) + ngz) rz) (äi

+ uil) Tl + vgl) Tl

Fil) = Aiä) dil) + Biä) ¤il)
+ (mg;) + Ag?) (ngz)

B)2) B2) (ä)

_ (1)
)))l) = %- )°)))) )1+ déz) *2 + ‘lé3) Y3 + ‘))2) )*2 )3)

- (28;.%) + ag?) (ngz) + ngz) 1-2) %+ vil) rl
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bg?) = bgg) bg?) + (bbgg) + bgg); (bg?) + bg?) bg( (gg;

1 ${2) 1 2 3 2 3

bgg); (bg?) + bg?) bg; %+ vg?) rg

bg?) = bgg) bg?) + (bbgg) + bgg); (bg?) + bg?) bg; (ä;

1 $$3) 1 2 3 2 3
T- [28%) + bgg); (bg?) + bg?) vg?) bg

Fg?) = ßiä) di?) ~— 13¤§§) + Bgä)1 1¤§,?)
- bg?) bz; 1%;

Layer #2

M?) = Ai?) cb?) +11%) ~— Ai?) bé?) + ~§?)1b

@(2) = Ag?) cg?) + 12A§§) + Ag?) biz)
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CIZ) = AI§) cg?) + (Ag;) + AI§)) agz) + „gZ)AO

AI? A AI? AI? A MAI? A AI?) AI?

AI§) cgz) + IAI§) + Ag§);ag2) + „I2)A0

FIZ) = AI§)cI2)AI?

A ^I§I dc?) A <AAI? A AI?>AI?
+6I§)AI?

A AI? AIIZI A (AAI? A AI?)AI?
+ BI?) CI?) + (28Iä) + aI§))aI2)

AI? A AI? AI? A IAAI? A AI?)¤I?
A AI? AI? A IBIÄI A A$§))Aé2) A AIZIH A V§?T¤



‘ Ä

Ä
ggg

Ä

Ä

_ + ggg) ggg) + ggggg) + ggg)}gg2)

@$2) = ^$§) ¤é2)~—F$2)

= Ai?) ¤§2) + <3^$§) + ^§§))¤$2)
+ ggg) ggg) + gzggg) + ggg))ggg)

Ag?) = ggg) dgz) + (2Bg§) + ggg))gg2) + vg2)Tg

¤$2) = Bi?) ¤$2) + MBS?) + ¤§§)l¤§2)
cgz) = ggg) dgz) + (zggg) + ggg))gg2) + vg2)rg
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ui?) = 6i;) di;) + (33;;) + 6i;))6i?)
— Ei?) = si;) ai?) + (26i;) + 6i;);6i?) + vi?)rl

Bi?) = Biä) Bi?) + <BBi§) + Bi§)>Bi?) A

Layer #3

Ai;) = Ai;) ai;) + (Ai;) + Ai;))[aé2) + ai?) ai; Q; + ai;)r0

Bi;) = Bi?) Bi;) · <BBi§) + Bi§)> 1Bi?)+ ai?) Ba)
ci;) = Ai;) cé3) + (Ai;) + Ai;)) (ai?) + ai?) ai) Q; + ai;)rO

ni;) = Ai;) ai;) - (zAi;) + Ai;)) (ai?) + ai?) 63) (ig)

Tsi;) = Ai;) ai;) + (Ai;) + Ai;)) (ai?) + ai?) ag) E; + ai;)rO

si;) a Ai;) ai;) - (zAi;) + Ai;)3 (ai?) + ai?) ai) (ig}

ii
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A32) A A33) A32) A (2A33) A A33)) (A32) A A32)A3)A
A33) A32) A (A33) A A33)) (A32) A A32) A3) ä)-

A v32)A3 A A32)A3

A32) A AS) A32) · (AAS) A AS)A (A32) A A32) AAA (AA
A A33) A32) A (2333) A A33)) (A32) A A32) A3) (3-5)

T632) A A33) A32) A (2A33) A A33)3 (A32) AA32)A

A33) A32) A (A33) A A33)) (A32) AA32)A
v32)T3 A u32)T3

A32) A AS) A32) · (AAS) A AS)A 3232)+ A32) AAA (AA
A AS) A32) · (AAS) A AS)A (A32) A A32) AA) 32;)

TA32) A A33) A32) A (2A33) A A33)) (A32) A A32)A3)3
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eig) eig) + (eig) + eig); (eig) e eig) ei; Qi
+ vig)r0 + eig)Tl

Big) = Bi? Big) — (BBi? B Bi?) (Big) B Big) Be) (ä)
+ eig) eig) - (zeig) e eig); (eig) + eig) ei; (ig;

Big) B Bi? Big) B (BBi? B Bi?) (Big) B Big) Be) Big)Be

Big) B Bi? Big) B (BBi? B Bi?) (Big) B Big) Be) iä)
Veig) e eig) eig) + (zeig) + eig); (eig) e eig) ei; ig + vig)rl

Big) BBi? Big) — (BBi? B Bi?) (Big) B Big) Be) (-ig)
eig) e eig) eig) + (zeig) e eig); (eig) + eig) eg; ig e vig)ri

ii
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